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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to study the vocabulary 
and phonology of the French spoken in Church Point, Louisiana 
This study consists mainly of a glossary representing a large 
cross-section of the everyday vocabulary of Church Point 
French, regardless of provenance. To give as complete a 
picture as possible, an attempt has been made to present the 
vocabulary by concepts. Where a concept is represented by 
several forms, the most common one is given as the main entry 
followed by the other forms. These are repeated in their 
alphabetic place in the glossary with a reference to the main 
entry. Each concept is defined in English, and it is accom­
panied by an illustrative sentence whenever it was deemed ad­
visable to do so in the interest of greater clarity. All 
forms and illustrative sentences are written in a phonetic 
alphabet. A short analysis of the phonology is given in the 
Introduction.
INTRODUCTION
Church Point is located in the Northeastern part of Acadia 
Parish, one of the French speaking parishes of Louisiana. The 
Acadian variety of Louisiana French is the predominant language 
spoken in this area.^ While no statistics are available as to 
the percentage of the residents who speak French, the compiler, 
from his own observations along with an estimate taken from 
various businessmen and town officials, would place the figure 
at approximately ninety percent. Of these, many members of 
the older generations speak the local French only, whereas the 
younger groups are more or less bilingual (English and Louisiana 
French). The majority of the non-French-speaking people are 
workers who have moved in with various new industries.
It is the purpose of this thesis to study the vocabulary
/
and phonology of the French spoken in Church point. For this 
study.'we have made use of a questionnaire, informants from 
the area, and a phonetic alphabet.
Questionnaire. The questionnaire used for this study is 
based on the one devised by von Wartburg, but modified to fit 
the needs of this region. The questionnaire thus obtained, 
containing over two thousand concepts, represents a large 
cross-section of the common everyday vocabulary of Church point 
French.
■̂ For a classification of the varieties of Louisiana 
French, see William A. Read, Louisiana French (Baton Rouge; 
Louisiana State University Press, 1961) pp. xvii-xxiv.
v
Informants, The material was collected between April, 
1954, and October, 1955. Working with the questionnaire, the 
compiler interviewed individually informants of various age 
levels, social statuses, and occupations. In addition, 
information was obtained from people in groups on the streets, 
in saloons after working hours, and at the cotton gins. Words 
obtained from individuals were not accepted as representative 
until they had been verified by other native speakers of the 
area.
Below is a list of the informants along with their ages 
and occupations.
Joseph B. Benoit, 24. Lived on a farm until he graduated 
from High School. At present he is a bartender.
Mrs. Albert Breaux, 79. A storekeeper for twenty-nine 
years, she now operates a boarding house.
Mr. Earl Hargroder, 52. Banker and G-eneral insurance 
Salesman.
Mr. Abram Thibodeaux, 46. Owner of Thibodeaux Chevrolet 
Company.
Mr. Noah Leger, 59. Landowner and farmer.
Mrs. Noah Leger, 55. Earm housewife.
Mr. Jean Baptiste Bergeron, 60. Farmer.
Mrs. Jean Baptiste Bergeron, 60. Farm housewife.
Mr. Maurice Huckaby, 58. Mechanic.
Mrs. Maurice Huckaby, 62. Housewife.
Mr. Preston Bergeron, 37. He was formerly a farmer. At 
present he works in a hardware store.
vi
Mr. Armas Bellard, 70. Retired farmer.
Mrs. Armas Bellard, 53. Housewife.
Mr. Perry Smith, 47. Rice farmer.
Mr. Leopold Richard, 60. Blacksmith.
Mr. Lastie Bergeron, 61. Retired farmer.
Mrs. Lastie Bergeron, 58. Housewife and seamstress.
Mr. Roy Beaugh, 35. Notary Public and bookkeeper.
Mr. Joshian Carriere, 73. Retired farmer.
Mrs. Loshian Carriere, 65. Waitress and housewife.
Mrs. Ferdinand Leger, 36. Housewife.
Mr. Luste Leger, 73. Farmer.
Mr. Theo Leger, 38. Undertaker.
Mr. Louis Beaugh, 65. Drivers license official.
Mr. Thannas Smith, 64. Carpenter.
Mys. Thannas Smith, 64. (Deceased in 1954) Housewife.
Mr. Francis David, 45. Manager of a potato canning 
company.
Phonetic Alphabet. The phonetic alphabet used to tran­
scribe the French spoken in Church Point is given below, with 
examples indicating the sound of each. The examples are taken 
from Standard French except as indicated in parenthesis after 
the word.
a as in pas (back variety)
a as in dans
b as in bon
c as in church (English)
e as in ete
Xe as in belle
e as in mat (English)
1 as in fin (nasalized e)
f as in f rais
g as in gant
h as in head (English)
+
i. as in aui
Xi as in fit (English)
i as in jaune
V
1 as in judge (English)
k as in car
1 as in le
m as in merci
n as in nez
Q as in compagne
a as in thing (English)
0 as in beau
X0 as in port
0 as in pont
as in peu
oe as in le
oe as in peur
§ as in un
£ as in nris
r as in regie (alveolar flap)
viii
s as in salir
Vs as in chaise
t as in toupie
u as in loup
u as in book (English)
Aii as in iu
Vli (open variety)
V as in vent
w as in oui
w as in lui
y as in yeux
t (nasal variety of y)
z as in zele
The alphabetical order of the symbols is as above, except
that e .e e are alphabetized as one letter without regard to
a * s athe written accents, as are also the groups ce ce ce, i. i., o b,
u u, and u u.
The stress accent normally falls on the final syllable 
of a word. On these no further indication of the accented 
syllable is necessary. In the case of a few words, mostly 
of English origin, the accent is displaced. In these cases, 
the symbol {I) is placed in front of the accented syllable: 
d̂gpoe, ĵbbog ̂ layoe.
An elevated z at the end of a numeral indicates that 
it may be pronounced in liaison: trbtz: trbt liv, but
trbtz pgf or trbt -jef.
ix
An elevated n indicates that it is pronounced only in 
liaison: m8n: m3 garsS, mbn gfg.
Commonly used English words which have not "been 
gallicized are given in the glossary in regular English 
orthography and enclosed in quotation marks.



















rel. pron. relative pronoun
sing. singular
subj. subject
v. i. • _verb intransitive
v. r. verb reflexive
v. t. verb transitive
phonology




In a free syllable the sound is generally i: li., kite.
In a checked syllable it generally is i_ with some
speakers: lim, liv; i with other speakers: lim, liv. Some-
 ̂ *times 5/ and i alternate freely in a checked syllable in the 
speech of the same individual.
*  Xe e e
_e occurs before r (per, perdri) and elsewhere in a few 
words of English origin (ken).
h usually occurs in a free syllable: hie, eklh, ekbl. 
e usually occurs in a checked syllable: bbl, pelte.
But in the case of some speakers e occurs in a checked 
unaccented syllable: pelte.
a
a in all positions is usually a slightly back variety.
xi
/ VO O
In an accented checked syllable, it is usually b: bbt,
port. However, in many words, in this position, o occurs as 
an alternant form of u: pur and por, urs and ors. The sound
o also occurs in this position in some words of English 
origin: sifcerob, stov (alternating with stov) .
In an accented free syllable it is generally o: po,
drapo, b ob o. However, the combination wo (which in a few words 
alternates with wa) occurs in this position: two, mwo, bwo,
j_wo; maladrwo and maladrwat. In some words this wb alternates 
with b: f rwo and fro, krwb and krb ♦
In an unaccented free syllable it is generally 6: sote,
kopye, kolbn. Preceded by w, however, it is o: Iwoye,
nwoye, mwotye, fwo ye. This wo alternates in some words (1) 
with wa: swosSt and swasSt, (2) with b: lwoyal and loyhl.
In an unaccented checked syllable 6 and b alternate 
freely: dormir and dbrmir, porte and pbrte, nyokse and
nyokse.
u u
In a free syllable the sound is generally u: lu, puri.
In a checked syllable it is u with some speakers (but) 
and u v̂ ith others (lur, purswir) » Sometimes u and u alter­
nate in the speech of the same individual (kurbuyb, kurbuyb).
*  su u
In a free syllable the sound is generally u: sbsli, punbz.
xii
In a checked syllable it is u with some speakers (pus,
* A  X \ \ / * %,ulser) , and u with others (mils , pur j e) . Sometimes u and u




It is generally e in a checked syllable: ces, fercez.
Elsewhere it is generally 02: ceres. However, in the speech of 
the community ce alternates in many words with u and u in a 
checked syllable: liin and lesn, mlil and moel, miirye and moerye.
ce
It functions as "mute e" in Standard French. it is
usually dropped when preceded by only one consonant: ji e
/vli 1 (cs) garsg). Elsewhere it usually remains: por Ice ghrsfl.
The nasal vowels are S, h , S, ce. The sound a is of 
limited use in the area; the great majority of speakers use 
13 instead. It is to be noted that these nasal vowels are 
frequently only partially nasalized.
The semi-vowels are, as in Standard French, y, w, w: 
yard, byg , f iy; wi ; wit.
The following consonants are as in Standard French: p,
b, _t, d, k, g, f, v, s, z, s, j_, 1, m, n, ft, r. The r is a
tongue-tip. flap.
V vIn addition the following sounds occur: h, rj_, y, £, £:
ho, siliiQ, kftnftye, cok, jcele.
xiii
ab. See arb. 
bbll. See smat.
bbime, v. t. To abuse; -to damage. See dombje and mbsbkre. 
abitasyb; plbs, n. f. Farm.
bbitb; rekoltcer; f ermye (seldom used), n. m. Farmer; tenant.
* > v /bbiye, v. t. To dress. v. r. To dress oneself. See sbje.
bborde, v. t. To bump (something or someone); to wreck, 
v. r. To bump oneself; to wreck.
bbbdbne, ObftaOne, v. t. To abandon, to give up.
abriko, n. m. Apricot.
bbrikotye, n. m. Apricot-tree .
abse, n. m. Abscess.
bbsbt, n. f. Yellow flowered bitter-weed; a liquor.
admet (r) , v. t. To admit. v. i. To admit (to hospital, 
etc. ). adrne s e vre. i vQ 1 admet( r) b 1 opithl.
bdore, v. t. To adore; to worship.
bdusir; siikre, v. t. To sweeten with sugar.
;s
"aerial", n. m. Aerial, radio antenna.
afer; soz, n. f. Thing, affair. lez afer va byb; le sbz 
va byb, things, affairs are going well, lez bf er vb mbl; 
le soz vb mbl, things, affairs are not going well.
afile; egwize, v. t. To sharpen, to file. See lime.
afirme, v. t. To affirm, to declare.
af rb(t), n. m. Insult.
bfrate, v. t. To insult, ĵ l a afrbte sb mer.
agase, v. t. To annoy, avwar (awar) le db bgbse, to set 
the teeth on edge.
bgremb, n. m. Pleasure, peaceful moment. e pii d bgremb 
doepu Ice pti e ne.
2
agreybb, adj. Agreeable, pleasing. 
a j, n. f. Age. kel a_j t a; kbmyg vjcb t e. 
a jjj, b j®, prep. ph-. Sober; fasting. 
ak, n. m. Acre.
akahoi, blkahol, n. m. Alcohol.
akor, n. m. Agreement. bt d akor, to agree, to be in agree­
ment. tbbe d akor; tbmbe d akor.
akordeyb, akordeyb, n. f. Accordion.
akrose, v. t. To hook; to hitch; to hang on a hook. v. r.
To get caught or hooked.
akrupir, v. r. To squat, to crouch.
Aaks i db, n. m. Accident. 
aksyb, n. f. Action. 
akurwar. See ekurwo.
/ale, n. f. Alley. v. i. To go. v. r. To go away. i_ vb
s bn ale, he will go away. va tt, go away.
blSn, n. f. Awl.
blkahol. See akahol.
blmanak, armanak, n. m. Almanac, calendar.
albtur; otur, prep. About; around. j_ e vb tb f rer blbtur 
midi, j. 1 £ ££ blbtur la mezb.
alter, n. f. Artery.
alume, v. t. To light; to set on fire.
allimet, n. f. Hatch.
alwaz. See ekler.
alybs , n. f. Viedding-ring.
amerikb( n) , n. m. & f. , adj. m. & f. American.
*ami; kamarbd; kbpbyb, n. Friend, comrade.
3
hmidO, n. f. Starch.
hmidgne, v. t. , v. i. To starch (clothes). 
hmitye, n. f. Friendship; affection, 
hmftnd, hmSij, n. m. Almond.
hmdze, v. t. To amuse, v. r. To amuse oneself; to have 
a good time.
hnimhl, n. m. Animal. See betay.
ho, n. m. August.
n. f. Bait.
hpeti, n. f. Appetite.
hple, v. t. To call; to name. v. r. To be called, to
call oneself.
hpopleksi, n. f. Apoplexy.
hporte. See porte.
hpre, prep. After. See et.
apre midi. See midi.
aprgn, v. t., v. i. To learn.
hprSti, n. Apprentice.
hpUye, v. t. To hold up by means of a prop; to lean (some- 
thing against a wall, etc.). v. r. To lean.
hrb, hb, n. m. Tree, il d hrb, n. f . Clump of trees.
hrdwaz (old), n. f. Slate (tablet of slate for writing 
upon).
hret, n. f . ; os dee pwosS; os h pwosg, n. m. Fish bone.
hrete, v. t. To stop, to stop (motors); to hold up; to
arrest, v. i., v. r. To stop. See ejtSn.
argo, n. m. Claw (of chicken); hoof (of pig).
hriko, n. m. Snap bean, string bean.
ar jO, arja, n. f. Silver; money. 
hrkokS, n. m. Cockle-bur. 
ark 0 syel, n. f. Rainbow. 
armanhk. See almanhk.
armwhr, n. f. ; sifcerob, sJjcbrob_, n. m. Wardrobe (furniture) 
aroze, v. t., v. i. To sprinkle, to water (plants, etc.). 
arozwbr, arcezwkr, n. f. Watering-pot.
hrOje, v. t. To arrange, to put in order; to regulate; to 
fix; to castrate, v. r. To prepare oneself; to come to
an agreement, arOje 1 fra, to arrange the ashes (in a 
fireplace, etc."]”; to regulate the fire (in a heater, etc.)
See kupe and marke.
arO jcsr doe "radio”, arOjoor dee rediyo; "radioman", rediyo "man 
n. m. Radio repairman.
arcezwar. See arozwar.
arpO, n. m. Arpent.
ars, n. m. Ace (in playing cards).
artyer. See jartyer.
hryer. On hryer, prep. ph. Behind, on the other side of. 
See ahryer.
hse, adv. Enough, sufficiently.
aseye. See eseye.
hsezOne, v. t. To season (food).
asezOnmO, n. f. Seasoning (pepper, onions, garlic, salt, 
etc. ).
• N *asir; bswar, v. t. To seat. v. r. To sit. bl h hsi 1 





hspik, n. f. Asp. 
hstcsr, adv. Now.
ksUre, v. t. To assure; to insure. 
aswar. See asir. 
hsye, n. m. Steel.
asyet, n. f. Plate (a small shallow vessel used at table). 
as tear, n. m. Euyer. 1 1 e can astcsr dee phtat. 
athse. See klue. 
at ine; thkine, v. t. To tease.
btLe, v. t. To harness, to hitch (horses, mules, etc.). 
atfln, gtftn, v. t., v. i. To hear.
htOsyO, gtgsyg, n. f. Attention; care. i fe ktgsyg.
htgtif, adj. Attentive. il e htfttif.
atrhp, n. f. Trap (for mice and rats). See pybj.
htrape, v. t., v. i. To catch. See prSn.
avalhs, n. f . ; deltij, n. m. Downpour. avers, n. m. , adv.
Downpour, very much (rain). gn a U &n hvers. We had a 
downpour. 1 muy avers, i. muy gn avers. It rains very 
much.
hvhr, n. m. Miser, adj. Stingy, avar is used when speak­
ing ill of a stingy person. See si§.
hvek, prep. With, by means of.
avers. See avalas.
avise, v. t. To screw (a nut, a screw).
avokh, n: m. Lawyer.
* *avg midi. See mats.
hvgt yer, hvgz yer, adv. Day before yesterday.
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avceg. See blbyn. 
avcegl. See blayn. 
avcegl e. See blayn.
bvri, bvril (seldom used), n. m. April.
arwbr, bwbr, v. t. To have, to possess; to feel (pain, 
hunger); to be aged (so many years); to give birth to, 
to bear youngs, to drop youngs, avwbr (bwbr) &n gf g ,
to give birth to, to possess a child. lb jUmg H  $ 
pulg, the mare had a pony.
avwar la tet sek. See bol ( "headed" ).
bvwbr 1 er. See sgble.
bwbr. See avwar.
by, n. f. Garlic.
ayu; eyu; eu; u, adv. Y/here.
a
S. See g. (With some speakers the sounds a and g alternate 
freely. Many speakers do not use a at all).
a j. See gj.
ak. See gk.
8m, n. f. Soul.
ane. See gne.
a s . See gs.
b
bb, n. m. Stocking.
bb(s), adj. m. & f. Low.
babin. See lev.
bablye. See krele and dispute.
bbg, n. f. Ring (for finger).
7
bak, n. f. Watering trough. See oj.
bhke, n. m. Bucket (for water, feed, etc. Used chiefly 
around a barn).
bhl, n. ui. Dance, n. f. Bale (cotton, hay, etc.); bullet. 
bhl doe fwg. See fwg. 
bbl doe kotfl. See kotft. 
bale, n. m. Broom.




balQse, v. t. To balance; to rock.
balye, v. t., v. i. To sweep.
bhlycer, balycez, n. m. & f. Sweeper, one who sweeps.
bar, n. f. Pain across the belly. il hve £n bhr dU 1 v8t.
See sulun.
baraj/ n. m. Barrier, dam.
bhrhk (old), n. f. Churn.
bhxb, n. f. Beard.
"barber shop", n. m. , sop doe barbye, n. f. Barber shop.
barbuye, v. t. To dirty, to soil; to bungle, v. r. To 
dirty oneself, to get dirty; to besmear oneself. See
shlir.
barbu, n. f. Blue channel catfish. 
barbye, n. m. Barber.
bhrdo, n. m. Shingle (a thin piece of wood used for roofing).
bare, v. t. To lock, to bar or fence up. v. r. To lock 
oneself up.
bari, n. m. Barrel, cask, keg.
8
barj. See berj . 
bbrbke. See karbkole.
barus (old), n. f. Carriage (two-seated). 
baryer, n. f. Fence.
base, bbset, n. m. & f. Short person or animal, adj. 
Short (not tall).
basS, n. m. Pail (milk pail, etc.). bbsg b le, milk pail. 
bbsS de mS, wash basin (made of metal). See bol b m3.
bbsyer, n. f. Area that is lower, deeper, than the sur­
rounding land. It is usually inundated by heavy rains. 
See plats, mare and vivye.
bbt, v. t. To beat, to defeat; to churn; to thrash (rice, 
etc.); to forge, to hammer. v. r. To fight. See forje.
batbr(d), n. m. & f. Bastard. bbtbr(d) adj. m. & f .; pb 
lljitim, adj.; pb lijetim, bastard, illegitimate.
bbtbyosr, bbtaycez, n. m. & f. A combative or disputatious 
person. adj. m. & f. Combative; disputatious.
bbt ir; fer (Sn mezb, etc.); kbstrwir, v. t. To build, to 
■construct.
• *  *batis, bbtis, n. f. Building.
bbtister; sertifika d bbtSm, n. m. Certificate of baptism. 
bbtize, v. t. To baptize. 
bat loe beer. See beer. 
bbt Ice ri. See ri.
bato, n. m. Boat; ship. See pirog and skif.
bbtg, n. m. Stick.
bbtcez, n. f. Thrashing-machine.
bbtwar (old), n. m. Washerwomans paddle.
9
bjnr, n. f. Drivel, slaver (of children and animals). 
bhvarde, v. i. To chatter, to babble.
bkvardoer, bavardcez, n. m. & f. Chatterer, talkative person, 
bhve, v. i. To slobber, to drivel.
bhy, n. f. Tub. bay a lave, large washtub. bhy h. pye, 
small tub, foottub.
bhye, v. i. To yawn.
bbyu, n. m. Bayou, a natural stream of water usually 
navigable, kule, n. f. A natural stream of water, 
smaller than a bayu and not navigable.
bazbr. See ”church fair”.
bbzQne, adj. Freckled.
bazgmiir, n. f. Freckle.
”beauty shop”, n. m. Beauty shop.
begas. See bekas.
begeye, v. i. To stammer, to stutter.
begeyoer, begeycsz, n. m. & f. Stammerer, stutterer.
begcer. See chmSaoer.
bek, n. m. Beak; spout; mouth (of bottle); kiss.
bekas, begas, n. f. Woodcock.
*bekasin, n. f. Greater and lesser yellowlegs (omit. ).
beke, v. t. , v. i. To kiss. See t)brbse.
bekiy, bekiy, n. f. Crutch; stilt.
bekte. See pikose.
bel. See bo.
bel fiy, bel fiy, n. f. Daughter-in-law. 
bel seer, n. f. Sister-in-law.
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belye. See mirtU. 
her. See mustiker. 
ber j, bhrj, n. f. Barge. 
ber j dcs fwS. See fwS.
bernik, bernik. £ e bernik, itTs too bad. s i mbt db m5 
shr £ e bernik.
bers, n. f. Rocker (furniture).
berse, v. t. To rock (in a rocking chair), to rock (babies), 
v. r. To rock oneself.
berso, n. m. Cradle.
bese, v. t. To lower, to let down, to reduce the height of; 
to bow (the head, etc.). v. r. To stoop, to bow down, to 
be lowered.
a
bese la vu. See cay. 
bese lez yes. See cay. 
bese. See pelte.
bet, n/ f. Cow. n. f. pi. Cattle. adj. Silly, stupid, 
foolish. See fu, tgbre, kuy£(n) and betay.
bethy, n. f. Animals. (Usually a horse or a mule, occa­
sionally a cow. n. f. pi. Usually horses and mules,
aoccasionally cows). See bnimal and bet. 
betiz; folri, n. f. Folly, foolishness, 
beto. See byg vit.
bet piy5t, bet puyOt, n. f. Polecat, skunk.
betrhv, n. f. Beet.
bet ruj , n. f. Redbug.
b£ne, n. m. Sesame plant and seed. (The seeds are used to 
make pralines).
b©ye, n* Fritter. bS^e d farin dee fromb, flour fritter.
" A A •bgye d f hrin doe mayi, corn fritter.
11
bgywar, n. f. Bathtub. 
bibit. See pin. 
bibr5. See bubrg. 
bil, bil, n. f. Bile. 
biybr. See jwe o biybr. 
biye, n. m. Paper money.
"black rot", n. m. Black rot (a disease in sweet potatoes).
"black top", n. m. Macadam road. v. t. To macadamize. lcie 
"black top" e bS. i vg "black top" not 5m@.
blbg, n. f. Urinary bladder.
blayn; bvgggle, bvoegle, v. t. To blind. blbyn; bvbeg, bvpegl,
adj. Blind, sightless, blbyn dg cen cey; avcsg (bvoegl) dg
cen oey, blind in one eye.
bia(s). See blg(s).
ble, n. m. Wheat.
blese, v. t. To wound. adj. Wounded.
ble stir, n. f. Wound; blister (med.). See g pul.
blgm; pal, adj. Pale, wan.
blok doe busri, n. m. A' wooden block on which meat is cut.
blok dee sel. See sel.
blg(s), n. m. & f. , blS(s), n. m. & f. White person. adj. 
m. & f. White.
bice, adj. Blue.
bloezir, v. t. To blue (clothes). la negres vb blcezlr loe 
1SJ-
blu je, n. m. Blue jay. See je.
bluz, n. f. Dress worn by old women. (It is seldom worn
nowadays). Also a nightgown. See kbmizol.
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bo, bel, n. m. & f. Sweetheart, adj. m. Handsome, adj. 
f. Pretty, beautiful.
bobin. See fizo.
bobo, n. m . ; pie (old), n. f. Sore.
bo frer, n. m. Brother-in-law.
boge, n. m. ; vwatiir, n. f . Buggy. See khryol.
bokal, n. m. Jar (used to preserve fruits and vegetables).
boku. See buku.
bol, n. f. Bowl (such as a milk bowl).
bol a mb, n. f. Wash basin (made of earthenware). See bhsS.
bol ("headed"), adj. Bald. avwar la tet sek, v. t. To be 
bald.
bo marse, bb marse , adj. Cheap.
bordel, n. m. Rascal, mischievous person, adj. Rascal, 
mischievous. i l  e bordel. See fit gars.
bor d lh mer, n. m. ; bordiir d lb mer, n. f. Beach, shore.
borjO. See burjg.
borjgne. See burjbne.
bos, n. f. Bump, bos sii la tet; bos db la tet, bump on 
the head.
bosal, n. m. Halter (a rope or strap with a headstall for 
leading or tying an animal).
*bosu, adj. Hunchbacked.
bot, n. f. Boot (hip and knee boot, made of rubber or 
leather). See plato.
bot, n. f . pi. The larvae of the botfly; a condition in 
Horses and mules caused by the larvae of the botfly.
bb, n. m. Bench; seat (used in milking cows). See etabli.
bb(n) , adj. m. Sc f. Good, worthy.
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bjSbos, n. f. Spree, state of intoxication. bgbose, v. i.
To go on a spree. See kvtiit.
bgboscer, bgboscez, n. m. & f. Libertine, drunkard. See 
sulbr.
bgbg. See kgdi.
bgn, n. f. Flock; pack; gang; herd; belt (used to turn 
machinery).
bgnhs, adj. Good-natured, kind.
bgn das mutg. See mutg.
bgn dee zwozo, bgn doe zwazo, bgn dee zozo, n. f. Flight of 
birds; large number of birds. See zwozo*
0 0bgn espri. See smht.
bgngm, n. m. Scarecrow; snowman.
bgncer, n. m. Happiness; welfare; good fortune.
bgrn, born, n. f. Landmark, boundary mark.
bceb. See bcelb.
beef. See vas.
boegle, v. i. To bellow, to low (as cows, sheep).
bcelb, boeb, n. m. Plant bulb; light bulb.
beer, n. m. Butter, bat loe beer, to beat, to make butter.
brertel. See brcetel.
boerwet, n. f. Wheelbarrow.
bcezwS, n. m. Need, want.
brb, n. m. Arm.
w 0 T /bra d la shru. See shrii.
braget, n. f. Fly (of trousers). 
wbranw; sg d ri, n. m. Rice bran.
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bra pig dee. Armful. See brase.
brase, n. f. Armful, v. t., v. i. To stir (food, etc.); 




brese, ebrese, v. t. To chip, to break a bit off. v. r.
To become chipped.
brez, n. f. Wood-embers, live coals.
brgnde, n. m. Brandy.
Abrid, n. f. Bridle (the headstall, bit, and reins by which 
a horse is controlled).
brik, brik, n. f. Brick.
briye, v. t. To shine (a light on). v. i. To shine, to 
glitter, to sparkle, briy la lumyer isi.
* y vbnyos, n. f. Sweet bun made with bread dough, 
brize, v. t. To break (completely). See kase.
brode, v. t., v. i. To embroider.
brodri, n. f. Embroidery.
bros, n. f. Brush (hair, paint, etc.). See pgso.
brose, v. t., v. i. To brush, v. r. To brush oneself.
bros,-n. f. Rod (used to hold two parts together, such as
an iron rod across the body of a wagon to hold the body 
together).
brbkar, n. m. Shaft (of a cart or buggy). 
brbs, brgs, n. f. Branch.
broatfe 1, bcsrtel, n. f. Suspender (for trousers).
*brcs, brun, adj. m. & f. Dark; brown.
brut, adj. Hough.
bruyar, n. m. Hog; mist. See srb.
>brule, v. t. , v. i. To.-burn. v. r. To burn oneself, to be 
burnt.
bruma, n. m. ; tit pwl fin, tit plwi fin, n. f. Small 
drizzling rain.
*brumase, v. i. To drizzle,
brun. a la brlin. Dusk. See broe. 
bu, n. f. Mud.
bude, v. i. To pout. adj. Pouting, angry.
budS, n. m. Blood pudding. budS nwar; budS ruj, black or 
red pudding made of rice, meat, blood and seasoning. budS 
bib (bis), white pudding made of rice, meat and seasoning.
bug, n. m. Bellow.
bugb, n. m. Stunted ear of corn. See mayi.
buk, n. f. Buckle.
bukSn. /See bukbn.
buk d orey, n. f. Ear-ring.
buk (dee sfce) ; buklet ( da sfce) , n. f. Lock of hair. 
buke d fleer. See fleer.
bukle, adj. Curly. See frize and prbn oe "permanent".
buklet. See buk ( doe sfce) .
*
bukbn, bukbn; fume (seldom used), n. f. Smoke.
buku, boku; ta. ce ta, adv. Much, very much. See mcec.
bul do? MS, n. f. Pine-cone.
bulet, n. f. Meat ball.
bulet did jnu, n. f. Knee-cap.
bulb, n. m. Bolt (a strong pin used to fasten or hold some- 
tHing in place, often having a head at one end and a screw 
thread at the other).
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bulg je , n. m. Baker.
*
bulgjri, n. f. Bakery.
burdg, bordg, n. m. Bumble-bee.
bure, v. t. To stuff (a chair, turkey, etc.); to cram (with
food), v. r. To cram oneself (with food).
*  * 0 * *  0 \burike, n. m. Donkey, burik, b u n k , n. f. She-ass. See
lek.
burj0, borjg, n. m. Shoot (of a plant). 
burjgne, borjgne, v. i. To sprout, to shoot.
*burtg, n. m. A short while; a short while (from now). i
va mg je dg $ burtg.
burye, n. m. Small particle (of trash).
bus, n. f. Mouth. imper. Be quiet, shut upl See te twb. 
buse, n. m. Butcher, v. t. To stop up.
busg, n. m. Stopper; cork; plug, busg d lybj, cork stopper.
See lye j.
,  Y 'busri, n. f. Slaughterhouse (commercial; for farmers. The
farmers are grouped and each contributes a cow or pig for
slaughtering on designated days and each gets his share.
The butcher who owns the slaughterhouse slaughters for
the group. He gets the hide and also a portion of meat.
fer busri, to butcher (as in a slaughterhouse; at one*s 
home. A neighborly gathering assits in the slaughter of 
pigs or cows. The custom is to give those assisting in 
the busri a portion of meat).
but, n. m. End; tip.
butey, n. f. Bottle. ku d butey, n. m. Neck of a bottle.
butik, butik, n. f. Store. See mhgazg.
butg, n. m. Bud; pimple; button.
butgne, v. t. To button.
but tetg. See tetg.
buye, buyir, v. t. To boil. sb buy, it is boiling.
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buyl, n. f. Custard made with flour or corn meal, usually 
sweet when made with flour.
buyir. See buye.
buywar, n. m. Eoiler (a strong metallic vessel, in which 
steam is generated for driving engines or for heating 
purposes).
buziffe, adj. Muddy, full of mud.
biibrg, bibrg, n. m. Nipple (for babies).
bflfe. See gar mg j e.
0 + *buro; ’’dresser"; dreswar, n. m. ; twalet, n. f. Dresser (a
combination of mirror and bureau). 
bus, n. f. Chump of wood. 
biise. See fwete.
biit, n. f. ; koto (seldom used), n. m. Small hill.
biitg. See mena j.
buvet. See sulun.
bwar, v. t., v. i. To drink.
bwht, bwet, n. f. Box (small). See kes.
bwat h pwhv, bwet a pwav; pwhvriyer, n. f. Pepper-box.
bwet. See bwat.
bwet h pwav. See bwht a pwav.
bwetce, bwotffi, bwetar, adj. m. , bwetcez, bwot^z, bwetar, adj. 
f. Lame.
bwo, n. m. Wood; lumber; forest.
bwo piiyg, bwo piyg, n. m. Catalpa-tree.
bwotce. See bweha.
bwotcez. See bwetcg.
byer, n. f. Beer.
byg, adj., adv. Well. n. Wealth. See kwo.
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byg abiye. See faro.
byS vit; tu t swit; bySto; beto (slang), adv. Soon. 
c
"church fair"; bazar, n. m. Church fair, bazar.
"city hall", n. m. City-hall.
s"cone up"; "get (git) uo". Sounds used in making a horse or 
mule start, or go faster.
"crown". See kalot dee la tet.
"crusher". See kress.
v£
cake, v. t. To get (someone) tight (from drinking). v. r. 
To get oneself tight. _i cak sbn ami, he gets his friend 
tight. _j mce cak, I get tight.
camftdcsr; begcer, n. m. Beggar.
cik cik. See kiri kiri.
co co. Sounds used in calling cows.
cak, n. m. Blackbird; chalk (for writing). See kre.
"corduroy"; vlur reye, n. m. Corduroy.
coruk, curuk, n. m. Sandpiper (of several types).
cos. See pin.
cu cu. See su su.
curuk. See coruk.
cu, ku, n. m. Anus, backside, posterior, 
d
dal, n. f. Gutter (of a house).
d apre mwo. I guess, I guess so, as far as I know. d hpre 
mwb i vs vnir avek nuz ot. si j kr'o ki vb 7 h bpre mwo.
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dart, n. f. Ringworm.
daryer, deryer, n. m. Backside (of a house), posterior
(anat.), rear (of a house), prep. Behind, on the other
side of. See hryer.
day, n. m. Die (a tool used to cut threads on metal objects).
dSm jbn (old), n. f. Demijohn (a five gallon jug).
de, n. m. Thimble; dice (used in games of chance). See j~we 
o de.
deblte, n. m. Deputy.
debri, n. m. Entrails (of animals); remains. 
debutgne, v. t. To unbutton.
dedh, n. m. Distaste (in a repulsive manner). iJL h c| ded'S 
d see ghrsQ.
ded£ye, v. t. To disdain, to scorn, to disgust, netwoye 
de lapg mce dedgy.
- sdedir, v. t. To deny, to repudiate. v. r. To retract a 
statement, to go back on one’s word. See dir £ 'e ph vre.
de d myel; p£ d myel, n. m. Honeycomb.
defig, adj. Deceased, late. defh pol trhvaye diir.
defftn, v. t. To defend; to protect; to forbid, v. r. To1 Adefend oneself; to get along, to manage. i fe hse d hrjb, 
i_ s_ def <5 byS. i £ defb On flgle.
defresir, v. t. To clear land for tillage.
defhktilte. See bbara.
degize, v. t. To disguise. v. r. To disguise oneself. 
degrSgole, adj. Dilapidated, broken down, 
degu, n. m. Dislike; disgust.
degute, v. t. To disgust, v. r. To change one’s mind; to 
become tired of; to become disgusted of.
degut8(t), adj. m. & f. Disgusting.
’’dehydrator1’, n. m. Dehydrator (for sweet potatoes). 
de jh, adv. Already, previously. 
dej ere. See de j i re.
dejbne, dee jbne, n. m. Breakfast, v. i. To eat breakfast.
dej ire, dejere, v. t., v. i. To digest (med.).
dek (dos kkrt) , n. m. Deck of playing cards. See j® (d 
kart).
deklere, deklere, v. t. To declare, to make known.
dekce, adv. As soon as. y va mbje dekoe _j e fini.
dekuvrir, dekuver, v. t. To uncover, to expose; to discover
v. r. To uncover oneself, to take off one’s hat.
/ /delika, adj. Delicate. 
deluj . See avhlas. 
demhre, v. t. To untie.
demenhje, v. t. To move (one’s furniture or clothes), v. i 
To change one’s residence.
demet. See dembse.
dembjezQ, n. f. Itching.
dembse; demet, v. t. To throw out of joint (as an ankle). 
depler, v. t. To displease.
depoze, v. t., v. i. To deposit, to put down (money).
depbs, n. f. Expenditure.





desS (d mus h myel); esb (d mus a myel), n. m. Swarm (of 
ETeesJ.
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deside, v. t. To decide. 
desbm, desSm, n. m. December.
desbn, v. t. To take down. v. i. To descend.
desbt, n. f. Hernia.
desire, v. t. To tear.
desSje. See dezabiye.
det, n. f. Debt.
deteste, v. t. To detest, to hate. i detest sb bo f rer.
detbn, v. i. To fade, to lose the dye or color of, to lose
color.
devlope, v. t. To develop; to unwrap.
deybr, n. m. Outside; exterior. adv. Out, outside, out 
of doors, i travhy pur Ice deyor. phpa e deyor.
dezhblye; desbje, v. t. To undress, v. r. To undress 
oneself.
dezagreyhb, adj. Disagreeable; unpleasant, 
dezbkor, n. m. Discord, disagreement. 
dezere. See dezire.
dezespwhr, n. m. Despair. il e_ 0 dezespwar. 
dezir, n. m. Desire, wish.
dezire, dezere, v. t. To desire, to wish for.
dezord, n. m. Disorder, b dezord, prep. ph. in disorder, 
lb mezb e_ b dezord, the house is in disorder. See mhl bn 
ord.
dbn, n. m. Turkey (in general).
dbnye, dbnyer, n. m. & f.; adj. m. & f.; dernye, dernyer, 
n. m. & f.; adj. m. & f. Last; youngest (of a family of 
children).
*dbpce, n. m. Damper (a valve or plate to regulate the draft 
in a stove or furnace).
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/  /di. See dis.
difisjl, adj. Difficult, hard; hard to please.
diforme, diforme, adj. Deformed.
dig, n. f. Levee (to hold or stop water).
* /di'hSrnoe, n. m. An instrument used to dehorn cattle.
dlmSs, dimSs, n. m. Sunday.
*dine, n. m. Dinner, v. i. To have dinner.
dip, n. m. Dipping-vat (to rid horses and cattle of external
parasites) .
"dipper", n. m. Dipper, soup ladle.
dir, v. t. To say, to speak, to tell.
X X J X j Jdir bg jur; dir helo; dir hade; salwe, v. i. To greet.
dir £ e pa vre. To deny, to repudiate. See dedir.
/  /  *dis (in counting); di (before a consonant); diz (before a
vowel), adj. Ten.
"disk harrow", n. m. Disk-harrow.
*diskur, n. m. Conversation.
/  /  /  Xdispiit, dispiit, n. f. Dispute.
dispute, v. t., v. i. To dispute; to quarrel; to scold,
v. r. To dispute; to quarrel. See krele.
dis set (in counting and before a consonant); dis set2 
["before a vowel), adj. Seventeen.
dis setygm, n., adj. Seventeenth.
distgge, v. t. To distinguish. s e diir h distSge lh kulcsr.
diz ncef (in counting and before a consonant); diz ncsf2 
("before a vowel), adj. Nineteen.
diz noevySm, n. , adj. Nineteenth.
diz Wit (in counting); diz wi (before a consonant); diz fr?iz 
("before a vowel), adj. Eighteen.
diz Witygm, n., adj. Eighteenth. 
dizySm, n., adj. Tenth, 
do, n. m. Back.
dob, n. f. A piece of meat about two inches thick. It is 
usually stuffed with garlic and red and black pepper.
dolhr. See pyas.
doma je, a domaje, v. t. To damage. See mbsbkre and £blme.
domestik, domestik; servat, n. f. Servant.
dormir, dormir, v. i. To sleep.
dos; sus pis, n. f. Venereal disease.
dosye, n. m. Back (of a seat, carriage, etc.).
d3, n. f. Tooth; prong.
da; deed a ; anda, prep. In, within. il e da (deed a, anda)
la meza. See doeda.
*
da d £i, n. f. Tooth (of a saw).
* +d a nhsyakatribusya, n. f. Contribution, 
dane, v. t., v. i. To give; to produce. 
dane la m®. See m6. 
dane $ ku d mS. See ede.
da postis t da pustis; fos da, n. f. pi. Set of false teeth, 
n. f. sing. False tooth. See ratelye.
dase, v. t. , v. i. To dance. ijZ'_a dase lb mbrye tu lb nwi. 
mbm das bya.
date, v. t. To break, to tame (an animal).
datel, n. f. Lace.








dcemi, adj. Half. See mbtye.
dosmSde, v. t. To ask.
dcemaere. See reste.
dcepu, dapwi , adv. Since.
dcesu. See S ba.
dossti. See S ho.
%dcevnir, v. i. To become, to turn into.
daevS, n. m. Front. prep. Before, in front of.
doey, n. m. Mourning (for the loss of someone).
doszySm, n. , adj. Second.
dra, n. m. Sheet (of a bed); cloth.
draco. ' See ISj and kus.
drese, v. t. To tighten; to train (animals); to teach 
children (to behave). S va drese Ice fil. drese can 
animal. drese cen SfS.
*
”dresser*1. See bu.ro. 
dreswar. See biiro.
!T drier”, n. m. Drier (as the cotton drier in a cotton gin).
"drill”, n. m. Drill (a tool for boring or making holes in
a hard substance).
"drill” a ri, n. m. Rice drill (used in planting rice).
"drink”, n. m. Drink (water or alcoholic beverage). See 
file.
drwat, drwet, adj. Straight; right (opposed to left); 
honest. adv. Straight on. See Snet.
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drwbtye, adj. Right-handed.
du, n. m. . Sweets, mb ti garsb bra loc du. du( s) , adj.
m. & f. Sweet. ' _
dub, adj. , adv. Double. Ice fil sii lb baryer e dub. su
su, 2  vwo dub.
dulcer, n. f. Pain, suffering; sorrow.
dulosrce, dulosrcez, adj. m. & f. Painful; grievous. j_b £ 
dulcera dcepu sa fSm e mor(t).
dut, n. m. Doubt.
dutab, adj. Doubtful, uncertain.
dute, v. t. To doubt, v. r. To suspect. i dut lb verite.
el scs dut lee _j va le.
duyet, adj. Highly sensitive to pain.
duz (in counting and before a consonant); duzz (before a 
vowel), adj. 'Twelve.
duzybm, n., adj. Twelfth.
\  /diir, adj'. Hard; tough; merciless.
0diirab, adj. Durable.
* ,dure, v. i. To last; to continue.
diirb; pbdb, prep. During.
diive, n. m. Hair (of animals). See pwa 1.
dwo, n. m. Finger, grb dwo, middle finger. gro dwo, index 
finger. _ti dwo, small finger.
V
dyab; jab, n. m. Devil.
e e e 
"Easter”. See pak. 
ebrese. See brese.
ed; asistbs, n. f. ; sukur, scekur, n. m. Help, assistance, 
aid.
0
ede; asjste; dgne & ku d mg, v. t. To assist, to help, t 
aid.
efhse, v. t. To erase, to efface. 
efceye, v. t. To smash, to tear up. 
efreye, v. t. To frighten, to startle. 
efrSte, adj. Impudent.
egal; pigj, adj. Level, even. See uni.
0eghlize, v. t., v. i. To smooth; to level. 
egel. See eglos.
0 0egiyg. See egfliyg.
egliz, n. f. Church.
eg Ice, egel, n. m. Eagle.
egrSne, v. t., v. i. To shell (as corn).
egu, n. f. Drain (as in a field, in a road, etc.).
0 \ 0egwin, egwin, n. f. Saw (hand). See si.
egwiy, egwiy, n. f. Needle.
egvliyg, egiyg, n. m. An instrument used to prod animals 
make them move.
0 0  0egwize. See afile and lime.
egzamine, v. t., v. i. To examine.
ehgse, adj. Having the hips dislocated.
ekal, n. f. Shell (of peas); hull (of rice); shell (of
nuts, occasionally). See epllis.
ekhrdri, n. f. Cotton carding hee.
ek%. See kg.
Aeker, n. f. Carpenter's square.
eklh, n. m. Small piece of wood usually used to start a
fire.
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ekler, n. f. Lightning, hlwaz, n. f. Lightning that 
branches into many streaks, not usually accompanied by 
thunder.
/  A /eklersi, n. f. Opening (an area cleared of trees, bushes 
or plants); rift (in clouds).
eklersir, v. i. To clear (of weather). Ls tb h eklersi.
eklor, v. t., v. i. To hatch.
ekol, n. f. School.
ekolye. See bfb d ekol.
ekors, n. f. Bark (of tree); rind (of melon).
ekorse, ekorse, v. t. To skin (rabbits, etc.); to peel 
(fruit or vegetables); to rub the skin off. v. r. To 
rub or tear one* s skin off. See epluse.
ekorwo. See ekurwo.
ekg. See kb.
ekbnomize, v. t., v. i. To economize, to save. See sove 
and menace.
ekraze, v. t. To crush. See prese and epdre. 
ekrevls, n. m. Crayfish. 
ekrir, v. t., v. i. To write. 
ekrltiir, n. f. Writing.
ekspire, espire, v. t., v. i. To exhale.
eksprese, v. t. To express, il h eksprese sbn oplyg.
ektresite. See elektresite.
ekurwo, ekorwo, akurwhr, n. m. That part of the saddle 
which holds the stirrup.
ekum, n. f. Foam.
ekiiri, n. f. Stall (in a barn).
ekUrosy, ekiircey, ekuroel, n. m. Squirrel.
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ekvvgne, v. t. To punish, to deal harshly with, "to skin
alive". db>s hvek ma fiy e va t ekwSne.
el, n. f. V/ing.
elegb( t) , adj. in. & f. Elegant; stylish. 
elektresite, ektresite, n. f. Electricity. 
elektrisyg, n. m. Electrician. 
elmi, elmi , n. Enemy.
elQ, n. f. While. e_l va vnir dft San elS. oan grftn elb.
See lots.
ema jine, v. t. To imagine, to believe, to suppose, v. r.
To imagine oneself, to surmise. See figtire.
emorvid, emorvit, emorzwi, n. f. Piles, hemorrhoids.
emosyb, emftsyft, ^mbsyO, n. f. Emotion.
ene, adj. Born. See ne.
enerjik; pTS d vi, adj. Energetic, vigorous. s_ e can persbn 
k & ener j ik (pis d vi) .
epe, epes , adj. m. & f. Thick.
epgy, n. f. Pin. epgy h PS j , clothes pin.
epidemi, n. f. Epidemic.
epi d mayi. See mayi.
eple. See esple.
epl'us, eplds, n. f. Skin (of potato, peach, apple, orange, 
etc.); shell (of pecan, peanut, etc.). See ekhl.
epluse, v. t. To peel (fruit or vegetables). See ekorse.
epliiscsz, n. f. Potato pealing device.
epol, n. f. Shoulder.
epftj. See "sponge".
eprb, n. m. Rooster spur.
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epustwar, n. f. ; horsb, n. m. Duster, house-cloth.
epuvbte, v. t. To scare, to frighten.
*epiire, v. t. To squash; to crush. See prese and ekrhze. 
er, n. f. Mr; look, expression. il h 1 er shgrS. 
erb, n. f. Grass.
erb a lh pus, erb a la pres, n. f. Poison ivy vine; poison 
ivy "[med. ).
eritaj, n. f. Inheritance; heritage.
erite, v. t., v. i. To inherit.
ernye, ermye, n. f. Spider.
erobe, v. t., v. i. To shuck (corn).
erfts, n. f. Blackberry and dewberry bush or vine; any vine 
with thorns.
eseye; aseye, v. t., v. i. To try, to attempt. v. r. To
try one’s strength or skill; to try each other.
es£ (d mus a my e1). See des£ (d mus a myel).
eskalye, n. m. Step; stair.
eskamot^r, eskamotrez, n. m. & f. Thief; a tricky thief (as
a tricky card player) . See volrer.
eskelet, n. f. Skeleton.
eskus. See ’’stroke”.
eskwe. See sukwe.
espere, v. t. To await, to wait for. v. i. To wait, to 
wait for. j_ esper Ice garsfl. esper por Ice ghrsQ.
espire. ;See ekspire.
esple, eple, v. t., v. i. To spell.
espftybl, n. Spaniard, adj. Spanish.
estime, v. t. To esteem; to estimate.
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estoma, n. m. Stomach.
estropye, n. Cripple, adj. Crippled.
esfli plbs, n. f. Cloth (used to wipe floors, and the cloth 
tEat is put on doorsteps for the purpose of cleaning shoes 
before people enter a house).
eswiye, v. t. To wipe; to dry. v. r. To wipe, to dry 
(one1s face, hands, etc.).
esffii(y) m3, n. f. Towel (large). See servyet.
esyce, n. m. Axle.
esaf o, n. m. Scaffold (used in building and painting).
esbp, n. f. Splinter. j_ £ plflte (bn esap db mb mb.
esbpe, v. t., v. i. To escape; to run away; to drop; to
slip (as a rope), v. r. To escape; to run away; to for­
get oneself. el a esape d sa mer. 11 b esbpe yer. il
esap vit. el b esbpe ce bokal. i_ s esap dee' sb per. _j
vule pa dir sb, j_ m esbpe. I didn’t want to say that, I 
forgot myself. See sove.
esbrlot, n. f. Shallot.
esel, n. f. Ladder.
esb j, n. f. Change (money) ; small change, t H  1 esbj
por vb pyas? _j e_ d 1 esb j db mb pos.
esbje, v. t., v. i. To exchange.
bt, v. i. To be. bt bore, to be in the act of. (Used in
the present, imperfect, future, and conditional with a 
progressive meaning). il e apre mb j e. il ete bpre mb j e.
i srb bpre mb j e. i sre apre mb j e♦
etabli, n. m. Carpenter’s bench. See bb.
etaj, n. m. Story, floor (of a building).
etalb. See sfal.
ete, n. f. Summer.
eternwe, etbrnwe, v. i. To sneeze.
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e_tSn, v. t. To extinguish, to put out (fires, lights); to 
stop (motors). See arete.
etSsel. See StSsel.
et ne, v. i. To be born.
eto; "vice", n. m. Vice (a device with two jaws operated 
by a screw or lever).
etbf, n. f. Cloth.
etftne, v. t. To astonish, to startle, to amaze, v. r. To 
be astonished.
/  vet 3 vil, et Q vil, v. i. To be in New Orleans; to be in 
the city.
etrSn (old), n. f. New Year’s gift. 
etriy, etriy, n. f. Curry-comb.
etriye, n. m. Stirrup, v. t., v. i. To curry, to comb 
(a horse, etc.).
etropik, adj. Dropsical. il e etropik.
etrggle, v. t. To strangle, to choke. v. r. To strangle 
oneself.
etrgje, etrQjer, n. m. & f. Stranger; foreigner. 
etrwat, etrwet, adj. Narrow.
etufe, n. m. A dish (meat, seafood or potatoes smothered 
in onions). v. t. To smother, to suffocate; to choke; 
to smother (to cook in a covered dish and cover thickly 
with onions). v. i. To smother, to suffocate; to choke.
etu. See etwl.
etwhl, n. f. Star.
’ etWi (old), etii (old), n. m. Case; box; sheath.
eu. See hyu.
evade, v. t. To chase away, 
evane. See evOne.
ev£nwir, v. i. To faint. il a evSnwi, he fainted. 
evek, n. m. Bishop.
evbne, evSne; vbne, vSne, v. t., v. i. To winnow, to fan. 
eyu. See ayu. 
eze, adj. Easy.
gbesil, gbesil, adj. Imbecile; fool.
Sdigo. See kaf e sova j.
Sdispoze, adj. Indisposed (because of health). tii pos ph 
1 vwar a steer, il e Sdispoze.
/  /*6 j list is , n. f. Injustice.
£ke t, adj. 7/orried, uneasy.
Skete, v. r. To be worried, to be uneasy. 
gketlid, n. f. Anxiety; restlessness.
j *gkrwoyab, Skroyab, adj. Incredible. _s e £krwoyhb k il h 
fe sa.
£mab, emab, adj. Likable, amiable.
Me, y . t. To love; to be fond of.
3n, Sen, (in counting), n. One. 3n , aen (n is pronounced
■ ' T ' *before a vowel), adj. m. A, one. Sn, Sen, un, adj. f.
A , an.
§pasyb(t), adj. m. & f. Impatient; restless.
gpasvbte, v. r. To grow impatient.
gpitvfoyab, adj. Pitiless. sb per e Spitwoyab.
Spresyb, n. f.. Impression, avwar 3. gpresyb, to have the




btbsel, etbsel, n. f. Spark; a firev^ork burned by children 
during the Christinas and New Year holidays. One end is 
held in the hand. The other end when lit emits sparks.




"fair", n. m. Fair (state fair; parish fair). 
faktri; fabrik (seldom used), n. f. Factory.
familye, adj. m. & f. , famiIyer, adj. f. Friendly; familiar.
* *farniy, famiy, n. f. Family.
f ardo, n. m. Burden, load (a burden put upon someone or upon
oneself) . s_ _e fel k a_ aporte 1 fardo dcepwi sb mhri e_ mbr.
farin, far in, n. f . Flour, far in dcs fromb, wheat-flour. 
farin dos mayi , corn-flour.
faro; byb abiye, adj. Well-dressed, nicely dressed.
fars, n. ,f. ; "joke", n. m. loke, jest.
fas, n. f. A line of fence (for instance, one side of a 
fence that encloses a pasture is called a fas)*
V * V '  * *fasil a lir, adj. ph.; lizib, adj. Readable, legible.
fase, v. t. To anger, v. r. To get angry. adj. Angry.
See soke and so.
fatike; large, v. t. To tire, to fatigue, v. r. To tire, 
to become tired.
fhtike; lag, las, adj. Fatigued, tired. 
fatra, n. ml Trash. 
favcar, n. f. Favor, 
fbm, fbm, n. f. Wife; woman.
fbm b famiy, fbm b famiy; f bn b famiy, fbrn 5. famiy, n. f. 
Pregnant woman.
fbne, fbne, v. i. To wilt.
f e, ho, top, n. m. Top (of a building, a car, etc.). 
f eb, adj. i7eak.
f ele, krake, v. t. To crack; to fracture (arms, legs, et 
• See kase.
fer, n. m. Iron.
fer a sf al. See fer dee sf al.
feray, n. m. Old scraps of iron.
fer bib, fer bib, n. m. Tin; zinc. See zbk.
fer bukle le sfce. See prbn ce ''permanent,r.
f er busri. See busri .
fer de fars. See plezbte.
f er de f iglir, f er de f iigiir; f er de grimas , v. t.; grimhse
v. i. To make faces, to grimace.
fer de " joke". See plezbte.
f er., dee sf al, f er a sf al, n. m. Horseshoe.
fer did mal, v. i. To hurt, to harm.
fere, v. t., v. i. To shoe (a horse or mule).
fer (bn mezb, etc.). See batir.
fer frize le sfce. See prbn 03 ''permanent".
fer kupe le sfce, v. r. To get one's hair cut.
fermye. See abitb.
f er bncer a. See bnore .
fer Q| nee, v. t. To make a knot.
fer tete, v. t. To suckle. See nurir.
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f es, n. f. Buttock.
fet, n. f. Holiday; birthday. See jwe fet. 
fet dee dyce, n. f. Corpus Christi Day.
fete, v. t. To celebrate or observe a birthday or a holiday. 
fev, n. f. Bean (roundish, oval or flat). 
fev plht, n. f. Lima bean. 
fevriye, n. m. February. 
fezQ, ffezft, n. m. Pheasant.
fS, fin, adj. m. & f. Refined (of people); small (of facial 
features); trim (of figure); thin (of paper, etc.).
fg, n. f. Hunger.
fgrme. See fr^me.
f£rme lez yes. See fey.
fidel, adj. Faithful.
f i d gars; fi d m'bs, n. Rascal, mischievous person. See 
bordel./
fig, fig, n. f. Fig.
fige, figye, n. m. Fig-tree.
/  v /  vfigur, fugur, n. f. Face.
/  /  /  /  '  /figure, v. t., v. i. To calculate; to imagine. j vh figure/  ̂  ̂ \  ̂  ̂ j * j ,ri" " _ __ ~ -lla difer^s. i_ figiir kfe se vre. See emajine. 
figye. See fige.
fil, n. m. Wire, fil h pikS, barbed wire, fil h khro, net
.wire fence (used to keep pigs in a field or penj.
fil d elektresite, fil d ektresite, n. m. Electric wire.
fi A fi fi A /fil d ernye, fil d ermye, n. m. Cobweb.
file, n. m. A drink of alcoholic beverage, a "shot". _j e 




filu, adj. Sly, keen. 
fin. See f£.
fines, n. f. Refinement, delicacy, el h d lh fines.
finir, v. t., v. i. To finish, to complete.
fis, n. m. Son. See ghrsb.
*fisel, n. f. Manila twine. 
fistlil. See mal ftgle.
* * s * s vfi t puts, n. adj. ; sbn a bcebic, n. ; sbn cev ce bic, n. Bastard 
(the curse word).
* •fiy, fiy, n. f. Daughter; girl.
fiyce, fiyo, n. m. Godson.
* * *fiyaez, fiyoel, fiybl, n. f. Goddaughter.
fizi. See fiizi.
* * 0 * * \ fizo, fiizo, n. m. ; bobin, n. f. Spool; spindle.
fl&m, flSm, n. f. Flame.
fles, n. f. Tongue, shaft (of a wagon, plow, cart, etc.). 
f 18m.'/ See flSm. 
fIced, n. m. Flood, inundation.
fleer, n. f. Flower, buke d fleer, n. m. Bouquet of flowers.
fleer dee soley, n. f. Sunflower.
flu, n. m. Flue (an enclosed passage for a current of air, 
as in a chimney); influenza.
fo, n. f. Mowing machine for field and yard. See kupoez 
doe fwg.
*  ̂vfo, fos, adj. m. & f. False, untrue. See postis. 
fo bit. See ŝ kflt su.
fo cek, n. m. A check made by an individual, on himself, 
that is not redeemable because he has no money in the bank.
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fofile, v. t. , v. i. To tack, to baste (needle-work). 
fol. See fu, bet and tPbre. 
folri. See betiz. 
fo palpye. See palpffe.
for (old), n. m. A three-legged pot used in open fireplaces 
for cooking.
for(t), adj. m. & f. Tough, strong.
forj , n. f. Blacksmiths shop.
forje, forje, v. t. To forge, to hammer; to commit forgery. 
See bat.
for jaerP, forjrarP, n. m. Blacksmith.
fornitur. See menaj.
forno, n. m. Furnace.
forsb. See penltPsyer.
forset, n. f. Table-fork; breast-bone.
fos. See £o and postis.
fos dP. See dP postis and ratelye.
f ose, n. m. Ditch. v. t. To strain (a door, key, etc.).
A bborde la port doe mP sbr e 1 e fose.
fosiy, fosil, n. f. Sickle.
fos kus, n. f. Miscarriage. See perd.
fose, n. m. To mow, to cut down.
foscer, n. m. Mower.
trfountain pen”, n. m. Fountain pen. See plum. 
foye, fwoye, n. m. Hearth, fireside.




fftdhsyb, n. f. Foundation. 
fftm. See f Sm.
fflm 3 famiy. See ram 0 f amiy. 
fOn, v. t., v. i., v. r. To melt; to split. 
fgne. See fane.
fftse; kbrnaye, v. t. , v. i. To butt (as cows, goats). 
fftt, n. f. Cast iron.
ffltSn, n. f. Fontanel (anat.); fountain. 
fos, n. m. Fire.
fcerze, n. m. Nighthawk, bullbat. 
fcgy, n. f. Leaf. 
fcezfi. See f ezb. 
frape. See k5ffe.
fre, fre, adj. n.; fres, adj. f. Fresh; cool; lively, 
"freezer", n. m.; sabotyer, n. f. Ice cream freezer, 
fremir, v. i. To quiver, to shudder, 
frer, n. m. Brother; friar, monk. 
fres. See fre.
fret, n. f. Rim (iron and wooden rim of a buggy or wagon 
wheel).
frez, n. f. Strawberry.
frezye, n. m. ; plgt doe frez, n. f. Strawberry plant. 
frSme, fSrme, v. t., v. i. To close. 
f r£me lez yce. See cey. 
fr£n, n. m. iish-tree. 
frlkase, n. f. Fricassee.
frilce, f rilosz, adj. m. & f. Highly susceptible to cold 
■weather.
frimus, n. f. Frown, el a fe 6§n f rimus.
frir, v. t., v. i. To fry.
friskath. See roz anhna.
*
frisft, n. m. Chill. 
frisOne, v. i. To shiver.
frize, adj. Curly. See prbn & "permanent” and bukle.
*frizet. See kwet.
fro, frwb, n. m. Cold, fro, frod, adj. m. & f.; f rwo, 
frwod, adj. m. & f. Cold.
frobir, v. t., v. i. To scrub.
wfrog”; wawarS, n. m. Frog.
fromaj, n. m. Cheese.
fromi, n. f. Ant. See also nik.
frotwar, n. m. V/ash-board.
frb, n. m. Forehead. adj. Frank, honest.
frbse, n. m. Frenchman, frbsez, n. f. Frenchwoman, adj. 
m. & f. French.
frwo. See fro.
frwod. See fro.
*frvOi, n. m. Fruit.
fu, fol, n. m. & f. Idiot; crazy person; fool; jester, adj. 
m. & f. Mad, insane; foolish, silly. See bet and tgbre.
fule, v. t. To fill (with pressure); to sprain.i ,
fulllr, n. f. Sprain (of feet, arms, etc.).
”funeral home”, n. m. Funeral home.
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fur a miizoer, adv. Little by little. bus los tru fur h 
-muzosr.
f uro d orye, n. m. ; sosiy _.d orye, sos jy d orye, n. f. 
Pillow-case.
furs, n. f. Pitchfork; cotton-seed fork.
"fuse”. See f yuz.
fut. See moke.
fut Ice kb; sakre 1 kb. To leave. _il a futii 1 kb. fu 1 kb
u va t pase | ku d pye. See ale.
fut csn rakle a. See fwete ♦
fuye, v. t., v. i. To dig; to rummage, to ransack.
fiigiir. See figiir.
*fume, v. t., v. i. To smoke (cigarettes, cigars, a pipe).
See bukbn.
fume 1, n. f. Female.
fumye, n. n. Manure; fertilizer.
filzi, f izi, n. m. G-un.
fuzo. See fizo.
fwar, n. f. Diarrhoea.
fwet, n. m. V'Jhip. mes dee fwet, n. f. Whip-lash. See bhlbn.
fwete; biise ; taye, v. t. , v. i. ; fut can rakle a , v. t. To
whip.
fwb, n. m. Hay. bal dcs f wb, n. f. Bale of hay. ber.j (dee
- fwb) , n. f. Haystack.
afwin, n. f. Louisiana weasel, beech-marten.
f wo, n. m. Liver. n. f. Time. 1 e vii bn fwo. 
fwoye. See foye.
fye, v. r. To trust. e s fi h sb mari.
ryel, n. m. Gall-bladder.
fyev, n. f. Fever.
*fyev skarlatin, n. f. Scarlet fever. 
fyuz, "fuse”, n. m. Fuse.
aga, inter j. Look’. ga! i vyS astcer.
gaf, n. f. A small piece of metal -which fits over a 
rooster’s spur for the purpose of cock-fighting.
*  *  * * * +ga isi, gar isi, gard isi, adv. See here, here is, look
here, "Look here’." (in a scolding manner). 
gal, n. f. Mange, scab.
ga laba, gar laba, gard laba, adv. There, look over there. 
galer, n. f. Plane (a tool for smoothing wood). 
galere, v. t. To plane, to smooth (with a plane). 
galet. See kaw§n.
galSs, n. f. Swing (a suspended loop of rope, etc., carryin 
a seat, on which one may sit and swing).
galftse, v. t. , v. r. To swing (in a swing).
gal'ri, n. f. Porch.
garbj, n. m. Garage (a shed for automobiles, trucks, etc.); 
automobile and truck repair shop.
garde, v. t. To keep; to watch over, to tend; to retain.
/  /  /  /  gard isi. See ga isi.
gard laba. See ga laba.
gar dee fu, gar dee fo, n. m. parapet (of bridges).
gar(d) dee zyce, n. m. Blinds (on a horse bridle).
gargotfl, n. m. ; .gargot, n. f. ; gargana , n. m. ; pb>m d hdft, 
n. f. Adam’s apple.
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gar isi. See ga isi. 
ghr lhba. See ga laba.
ghr mg j e; biife, n. m. Buffet, cupboard.
ghrofye, n. m. Swamp locust; thorn of the swamp locust.
See plkg.
ghrose, v. t., v. i. To throw, to pelt. See ste and tire. 
ghrgtir, v. t. To guarantee. 
garsoley, n. m. Bonnet.
*garsS, n. m. Boy; son. See fis. 
gasplye, v. t., v. i. To waste.
gate, v. t. To spoil (as a child or food). adj. Spoiled.
ma seer gat sez gfg. gn gfg gate.
gato, n. m. Cake. See plato.
gayhr, n. m. Fellow; lively, jovial fellow. adj. Healthy; 
hard worker, ambitious.
gaz, n. m. Gas; gasoline.
gazet, n. f. Newspaper. See papye.
gazg, n. m. Carpet-grass.
ge, adj. Gay, merry, cheerful.
geete, n. f. Gaiety, cheerfulness.
gep, n. f. Wasp, hornet. See also nik.
"get (git) See "come up".
get two, imper. Watch out I get two\ la mezg vh tgbe.
ggm. See pul.
ggm bathycer. See pul.
ggm nS. See pul.
\ 0 * gig. See solki.
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gim. See pul.
sgim bataycsr. See pul. 
gim nb. See pul, 
gitar, n. m. Guitar, 
gibs, n. f. Ice.
glbse, v. t., v. i., v. r. To freeze. il b glbse lb krbm.
sb vb glbse see swar. i £ b glbse le mb.
gia. See gib, 
glbn. See glbn.
glise, v. t., v. i. To slip; to slide.
gib, gib, n. m. Acorn,
glbn, glbn, n. f. Gland.
goble, n. m. Drinking glass. See ver.
gorgoyo, n. m. Tadpole.
gorj, n. f. Throat.
gorm. See gum.
gormb(n). See gurmb(n).
gos, n. f. Pod, skin (of a boll of cotton); clove (of 
garlic).
gos, adj. Awkward. a la gos, to the left. See bplbt.
gose, adj. Left-handed.
gb, n. m. Glove.
gbbo, gbmbb, n. m. Gumbo dish.
gbbo (f evi), gbmbo (f evi), n. m. Okra; okra gumbo.
gbbo file, gbmbo file, n. m. Gumbo file (powdered sassafras 
leaves used as flavoring for gumbo).
gbfle, v. t. To swell, to bloat. v. i., v. r. To swell, to 
be swollen.
gbflur ; bf liir, n. f. Swelling (med.). 
gbm (h sike) , n. f. Chewing gum. 
gbmbo. See gbbo. 
gbmbo ( fevi) ♦ See gbbo ( f evi) . 
gbmbb file. See gbbo file.
gbn, v. i. To set out, to depart, to go, to leave. i va
"r 1 ' * A A /  /  —— —gbn a midi♦ mb) frer a gbn yer. il. e gbn.
gbbe , v. t., v. i. To win; to earn. gbbe d 1 ar jb, to
win, to earn money.
gcsle. See plcsre.
gra, n. m. Fat, fat part (of meat, etc.). 
gra(s), adj. n. & f. Fat; greasy. 
grabo, n. m. Boll (of cotton).
*"grade", v. t. To grade, to level off (roads). i zb 
"grade” Ice smb yer.
"gradertT, n. m. Road grader (the old type which is drawn
by a tractor, also the modern road grader which is a
combination of the tractor and the grader) .
gra syce, grasycsz, adj. m. & f. Gracious.
grate, v. t., v. i. To scratch; to scrape. v. r. To 
scratch oneself.
gratel, n. f. Itch (med.).
gratft, n. m. Crackling (the crisp residue of hog fat after
the fat has been removed).
gravwo, "gravel"; "rock"; kayu, n. m. Small rock or small
stone. pyer, n. f. Large rock; stone.
grefye, grefe, v. t. To graft.
greg, n. f. Coffee-pot.
grel, n. f. Bail.
grele, v. i. To hai1.
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gres, n. f. Grease.
grS f n. m. Particle, bit (of something).
grSn, n. f. Seed. See smfts.
grgnad, n. f. Pomegranate; maypop.
gr^n h kotS, grSn doe kotS, n. f. Cotton-seed.
gr%n a lila. See lila.
grSn dee kotb. See gr£n a kotg.
grSpe, v. t., v. i. To climb. See mSte.
grl, n. m. Grill (used over fires for cooking; of auto­
mobiles; iron decorations on homes); and years ago wire
screens, for windows, were called grl. See "screen". 
adj. Gray.
gri- gri. See kb jh.
grif, n. f. Claw.
grimase. See fer de figiir.
*  *grimi, n. m. Small particles of bread or pie crust. See 
krut.
*griv, n. f. Robin redbreast. 
grlye, v. t. To grill; to toast.
griffe, n. m. Attic (of a barn or house).
gro, gros, adj. m. & f. Big, large.
gro d la jbm (jSm); mole d la jbm (jSm), n. m. Calf (of 
the leg).
gros. See gro.
gr8( n), adj. m. & f. Tall.
s r * ,grbdir; profitef v. i. To grow taller. 
grb lila. See lila.
grfl mer; me mer, n. f. Grandmother, me mer is more fre­
quently used in addressing a grandmother.
grb> per; pe per, n. m. Grandfather. pe per is more fre­
quently used in addressing a grandfather.
grh> sar, n. m. Train.
grflye, v. t. To scold, v. i. To scold; to quarrel; to roar 
to growl, v. r. To dispute, to quarrel. See krele.
grcenuy. See rSnet.
grunuy. See rbnet.
gruye, v. t. To move (a car, building, part of the body, 
etc.). v. i. To budge, to stir. v. r. To move.
gu, n. m. Taste. bb gu, good taste. mbve gu, bad taste. 
gu bmer, bitter taste, gu du, sweet taste, gu heg, sour 
taste.
gu jb, n. m. Catfish (large and small scaleless fishes bavin*
about the mouth long barbels, which have been likened to a
cat’s whiskers).
’’gulf”, n. m. Gulf. See mer.
gum, gorm, n. f. pi. Distemper (of horses, and mules).
gurm.b( n) , n. m. & f. ; gorm^(n), n. m. & f. Gourmand, greedy
persorp. adj. m. & f. Greedy.
gut, n. f. Gout; drop; small quantity.
gute, v. t., v. i. To taste.
swat, n. i. Goitre, 
h
hade. See dir bbjur.
"hair oil”, n. m. ; wil por le sf.33, n. f . Hair oil.
hal, n. f. Butcher shop.
hale, v. t. To pull; to haul. v. i. To pull. v. r. To
go. tb per t hpel, ti fe myce t hale h lh mezb.
hap skac. See jwe hac skac.
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"hardware", n. m. Hardware store.
hhrne, n. m. Harness (the gear or tackle, other than a 
yoke, of a horse or mule).
hhs, n. f. Ax.
hhs h vyOn, n. f. Meat-cleaver. 
hhybol, n. m. Highball (drink), 
hhyir, v. t. To hate, to detest. 
hay3, n. m. Rag.
"hearse"; korboyar (old), n. m. Hearse.
"heater". See reso 
heg, adj. Sour.
hegrcer dee 1 e stoma, n. f. Heartburn, acidity of the stomach.
helo. See dir bSjur.
hers, n. f. Harrow.
herse, v. t., v. i. To harrow.
hSm; jftbg (seldom used), n. m. Ham.
hSn, n. f. Hatred, dislike. sft frer gard can h£n k8t mwb.
hibu. See ibu.
hibu bhtareg(1). See ibu.
hibu d pay. See ibu.
ho. Sound used in making a horse or mule turn left.
ho, hot, adj. m. & f. High. See fe.
hoi hwit. See p%.
hop hop. Sounds used in calling horses or mules,
hot. See ho.
hftnir, v. i. To neigh (as a horse).
^8
has, n. f. Hip.
hat, n. f. Shame, disgrace.
h.3t os, hatcsz, adj. m. & f. Bashful, shy.
hu, n. m. Holly-tree; fruit of the holly-tree.
huba. Sound used to drive cows away.
hup, n. f. A large curl on the front of one’s head; tuft of 
feathers on a chicken’s head.
hyce hyce. Sounds used in calling dogs.
i
0 “lj-1-, pron. subj. , third pers. sing., m. He. (The 1 is
pronounced in liaison only).
iz, pron. subj., third pers. pi., m. They. (The z is
pronounced in liaison only).
j j j fibu; hibu, n. m. Owl; hawk. ibu batareg( 1) ; hibu 
batareg(1), American rough-legged hawk. ibu d phy; 
hibu d pay, barn owl.
ide, n. f. Idea; mind. _s 'e Sn ban ide, it’s a good idea. 
il a sa bbn ide, he has his right mind.
il, n. f. Island. See arb and i..
* *imcar. See under.
inyora(t), adj. m. & f. Ignorant.
ipotek, n. m. Mortgage.
* \ * %iradel, iriadel, n. m. Swallow.
/  /isi, adv. Here.
italya( n) , n. m. &. f. , adj. n. & f. Italian.
/  Aiver, n. f. Winter, 
iyer. See yer.
jalu( z) , adj. m. & f. ; gvycs, gvycez, adj. m. & f. Jealous; 
envious.
jaluzrl, n. f. Jealousy; envy.
TT janitor” , n. m. Janitor.
jape, v. i. To bark, to yelp.
j b pg ( n), n. m. & f., adj. m. & f. Japanese.
jar, n. f. Jar (a deep broad-mouthed earthenware vessel).
jardg, n. m. G-arden.
jardinye, jbrdlye, n. m. G-ardener.
4
jare, n. m. Bend of the knee, 
jartyer, artyer, n. f. G-arter. 
jasmg, n. m. Jasmine, 
jam. See jgm.
je, n. f. Jay bird (in general). See blu je.
jerme, v. i. To germinate (seed). Ice kotg b jerme.
jerse, v. t. , v. i. To chap (med.). adj. Chapped, me 
mg sg jerse, my hands are chapped.
jerslir, n. f. Chap (med.).
jgga. See pul.




jlle, n. m. Vest.
jle, n. f. Frost; jelly, v. i. To freeze, il b jle, he 
froze.
jnu, n. m. Knee.
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job, n. f. Mumps.
"joke". See fars.
joli, adj. Pretty; pleasing.
JO. See rozo.
jgbet. pase Sen jabet, n. f. To trip someone. 
jSbb. See ham.
_ĵ gle; pgse, v. t. , v. i. To think. i j&Q; i_ pas, he
thinks, s e sa i jgq (pas), thatTs what he is thinking 
of.
jam, jam, n. f. Leg.
jam krbs, adj. Knock-kneed; bow-legged.
jam nwhr, n. f. A disease which causes the cotton stalk to 
turn black.
jan, n. m. Son-in-law. adj. Yellow.
*janis, n. f. Jaundice.
jasiv, jasiv, n. f. Gum (of the teeth). 
javye, n. m. January. 
jce, n. 'm. Game, sport. 
jcedi, n. m. Thursday.
jog (d kbrt) , n. m. Deck of playing cards; a hand of playing 
cards. See dek (doe kart).
jcercema, n. m. Pumpkin.
jSe, n. m. June.
•j&n, adj. Young.
ju, n. f. Cheek; cheek-bone.
juke, v. i. To roost, to perch.
jukwar, n. m. Roosting place, perch.
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jur, n. m. Day. o jur, tl jur, dawn, first sight of day. 
gro jur, daybreak.
jur doe 1 5, jur doe 1 a,., n. m. New Year’s Day.
*jii, n. m. Juice.
jU d orQj, n. m. Orange-juice.
jtij, juj, n. m. Judge. j 11 j doe joe, jiij doe joe, justice of 
the peace.
jUje, v. t., v. i. To judge, to give judgement on.
jujmg, n. m. Judgement; opinion.
jiik (old), jiik (old), n. m. Yoke. See karkg.
jUlyet, n. m. July.
jtima. See sfhl.
jiimo, n. m. ; jiimel, n. f. Twin. 
jlimfl. See sfal.
jlip, n. f. Slip (garment); skirt. See jtipfl.
jup3, jy. m. Slip (garment). See jiip.
.i. * . mjure, v. t., v. i. To curse.
jUs, adj. Fair; just.
jiiskb, jtiskce, prep. To, as far as, up to. i. feze so 
j uska septum.
jwe, v. t., v. i. To play.
jwe h la kftbiy. A game played with a knife. The small 
blade is opened parallel with the stock and the large
blade is opened to form a ninety degree angle with the
stock. The knife is flipped into the air and points 
are given for the position at which it strikes the 
ground.
jwe fet. See jwe khs e f bt.
jwe hbp skhc. To play hopscotch.
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jwe kas e fet; jwe kaset; jwe fet. To play hide and seek.
jwe le bbl. To play for dances (as musicians).
jwe o blybr. To play pool and billiards. See jwe pul.
jwe o de. To play dice.
jwe o kart. To play cards.
jwe cb tur; jwe ®n nis. To play a prank. iz jwe $ tur
sti mwo yer.
jwe pul. To play pool. See jwe o biybr.
jwSt, n. f. Joint.
jwSte, v. t. To join, to put together. adj. Jointed.
jwo; cercbzite, n. f. Joy, happiness. 




jek, n. m. Jack (a mechanical device for lifting heavy 
bodies)''; donkey; Jack in a deck of playing cards. See
burike.
ji. Sound used in making a horse or mule turn right.
jin, n. m. The instrument that removes the seed from the 
cotton. Most cotton gins have four jin.
^bmbcs *lhyce, jgbhlayh, n. m. Called jambalaya in Louisiana. 
It is a rice dish usually made with fried chicken, pork- 
ribs or shrimp and rice and seasoning.
jcele . See plcere.
k
kab, n. m. Rope.
kabbre, n. m. Tray (for serving coffee, ice cream, etc.).
kabSn, kabSn, n. f. Small house or small building; di­
lapidated" house or building.
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kbbine, n. m. Toilet (outdoor). See komod. 
kabose, v. t. To dent. See kobir. 
kbbbn. See kbbSn.
kabri, n. m. Goat, mal kabri, n. m. He-goat. f iimbl
kbbri, n. f. She-goat. t_i kabri, n. m. Young goat; 
small goat.
kbdna, n. m. Padlock.
kbdo; prezb, n. m. Gift.
kbfe, n. m. Coffee; bar, saloon; restaurant. See restorb
and sulun.
kafe soyaj; gdigo, n. m. Wild indigo plant, a menace to 
rice farmers.
kagwet, n. f. Nape (of the neck).
kb j, n. f. Cage, coop; prison. See prizb.
kb j a syg; mezb d syg, n. f. Dog-house.
kbjak. b kajak; a pwal, a pv;e 1. Bareback. mbt mb sf bl
a kbjbk.
kb kb. See sye and merd.
kbl, n. f. Cement foundation block.
kalbas, n. f. Gourd; head (of person). See tbt.
kblg, kblin, adj. m. & f. Extremely lazy. See phrcesce.
*kblimbsb, n. m. Snail, 
kblin. See kalb and parts see.
kalm, n. m. Sedative. adj. Calm, quiet, still. See 
trbkil.
kblme, v. t. To quiet, to calm, to still.
kb lot doe lb t et, n. f. ; ’’crown”, n. m. ; "skull”, n. m.
SkulT7 cranium.
kalsQ, kftnsS, n. m. Drawers, pair of drawers (for men and
womens
kamarad. See hmi. 
kamelyk, n. m. Camellia.
kamSm, adv. Anyway, nevertheless. _j 1 e di d pa vnir m3 
il h vnu kam3m.
kamizol, n. f. Nightgown. See bluz.
kanadyS(n), n. m. & f., adj. m. & f. Canadian.
kanal; kor d o, n. m. Canal.
kanar, n. m. Duck. kanar d3n, n. m. Muscovy duck. khnbr 
fr^se, n. m. Mallard duck. kanar mule, n. m. Offspring 
of kanar d3n and kanar fr'Sse.
* *kani. kani. Sounds used in calling ducks.
*kanik, n. f. playing marble. See kuy. 
kaphb, adj. Capable, able. 
kapo, n. m. Coat.
kapote; reverse, v. t., v. i. To turn upside down, to upset.
kapg, n. , adj. ; pcerse, pcercez, adj. m. & f. Coward.
karakole; bhlote; barftke, v. i. To stagger, to be unsteady.
karese, v. t. To caress, to fondle.
kar3m, n. m. Lent.
karkhs, n. f. Carcass.
karkb, khrkS, n. m. A triangular yoke put on goats, cows, 
etc., to keep them from going through fences. See jlik.
karnaje, v. i. To be mischievous (as children), lez 3f3 
khrnaj.
karot, n. f. Carrot.
karQkro, n. m. Buzzard.
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khrbt (in counting and before a consonant); khrftt2 (before 
a vowel), adj. Forty.
khrbtygm, n., adj. Fortieth.
karp, n. f. Buffalo fish.
kart, n. f. Playing card; post card.
khrtus, n. f. Cartridge.
karyol, n. f. Buggy (without a top). See boge. 
kas. See kep.
kasborgo, n. m. Fresh water drumfish.
kase, v. t. To break; to fracture (arms, legs, etc.).
See fele.
kastet, n. m. Hatchet.
kastrol, n. f. Cooking pot.
kash, n. m. Cushaw.
khset. 3 kaset, prep. ph. Secretly. See scegre.
khs khs, n. f. Wilson snipe.
kht (in counting and before a consonant); khtz (before a 
vowel), adj. Four.
khthplhs, n. m. Cataplasm, poultice.
katesis, n. m. Catechism.
katS, n. f. Doll; corn silk. See pupe.
khtorz (in counting and before a consonant); khtorz2 
(before a vowel), adj. Fourteen.
khtorzySm, n., adj. Fourteenth.
*katriySm,, n., adj. Fourth.
khtrce vS (in counting and before a consonant); khtros vSz 
(before a vowel), adj. Eighty.
khtrce vS dis ( in counting) ; khtras vS di (before a consonant) ; 
khtroe vS diz (before a vowel), adj. Ninety.
0katrca v§ dizygm, n. , adj. Ninetieth. 
katrce vgtygm, n. , adj. Eightieth.
kav, n. f. Cellar (dug near a house for use during storms 
khwSn; kokot; galet; plstas, pistas, n. f. Vagina. 
khy, n. f. Meadow lark.
khye, n. m. Copy-book; clabber, curdled milk, khye gute, 
n. m. Cottage cheese.
kayt; servolg, shrvolS, n. m. Kite (a light frame covered




kSn, kgn, n. f. Cane; walking stick.
0 0 kSn h mayi. See mayi.
k5n h pese, kSn h pese, n. f. Fishing-cane.
ked; tyed (seldom used), adj. Lukewarm.
kekS(n), kek£(n), kelk&(n), indef. pron. Someone, some­
body'.
kekpar, kekpar, adv. Somewhere. su phrti S kekphr; _j 
hpre hie 3 kekphr, I am going somewhere.
kelk&(n). See kekh(n).
kep; khs, n. m. Cap (headgear).
kes, n. f. Box (large). See bwat.
kSn, n. m. Can (a metal vessel of small size for holding 
liquids or preserving solids).
kSnri, n. f. Cannery.
kSz (in counting and before a consonant); kSzz (before a 
vowel), adj. Fifteen.
kSzygm, n., adj. Fifteenth.
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* *kilbt. See k 13.1bt.
/ ^ / / j / / z z j
kiri kiri; cik cik; kip kip; kit kit. Sounds used in 
calling chickens.
+ *kite, v. t. , v. i. To leave; to depart, mb frer a kite
sa fbm. el kit dcnnb. See lese.
kle, n. f. Key (an instrument to shoot or draw the bolt 
of a lock); screw-wrench.
kler, n. m. Light, clearness, adj. Clear, light; sterile 
["of eggs), impotent (of people). adv. Clearly, distinctly.
klb, n. m. Field.
klos, n. f. Eell.
klose, n. m. Steeple, v. i. To cluck (of hens). 
klozet, n. f. Closet.
klu, n. m. Nail; boil; sty. See kbper.
klue; atase, v. t. , v. i. To nail.
* % * * * * *kobir, v. t. To bend; to dent. kobi la bar si ti pm. Ice
basb e kobi. See kabose. 
kbk. /'See pul. 
koke. See pike. 
kokb. See voloer. 
kbk in. See voloer.
kokiy, kokiy, n. f. Shell (of eggs and molluscs).
kokliis , kokliis , n. f. 7/hooping-cough.
kokodri, n. n. .Alligator.
kokot. See kawbn.
kbkbm, n. tn. Cucumber.
kol, n. m. Collar (of a shirt, etc.). n. f. Glue, 
kole a kole. See kot a kbt.
koler, n. f. Anger, wrath, rage.
kolerce, kolercez, adj. m. & f. ; kolerce, koleroez, adj. m. & 
f. ; sokhtif, adj. Cross, easy to anger.
kolidor. See koridor.
kolik, n. f. Colic.
kolbn. See siklbn.
kolye, n. m. Necklace; collar (for animals).
kombd, n. f. Toilet (indoor and outdoor). See khbine.
kombd; kbvnab; kSveyg, adj. Convenient, handy. 1® nuvo
SmS h komod; Ice rediyo e kQvnab; 1 opithl e kbveyg.
kophl, n. m. Black gum-tree.
kopye, v. t. To copy; to imitate.
kor, n. m. Body; trunk (of tree).
korbo. See neg.
korboyar. See "hearse".
kord, n. f. String; a measure for firewood.
kord k ISj, n. f. Clothes-line.
kord h sulye. See sulye.
kor d o. See kanal.
kor (dee pye) , n. m. Corn (med.).
kordb, n. m. Cord; strand (of rope).
kordsye, n.-m. Shoe and harness maker.
koridor, kolidor, n. m. Corridor.
korn, n. f. Horn (of animals; of automobiles).
korney, n. m. Crow.
kornis, kornis, n. f. Mantle, shelf above a fireplace.
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kornisS, n. m. Pickle.
kornoyb, adj. A term which indicates that a player has not
scored a point in a certain game. _su kornoyb bkor.
kors, n. f. Race, kors dee solki, harness race. kors h lh
sel, saddle race, kors dee rbkbt, local race where horses
are matched at the track.
korse, v. t. To chase, to run after, mb syb a korse cs 
lapb.
kortcspwbt, kutrcspwbt, n. f. Bedspread.
kostum, n. m. Costume (for special occasion, for instance 
Marai Gras).
kosb, n. m. Pig. vera, n. m. Boar, mal kosb, n. m. 
Castrated pig. trwi, n. f. Sow. kosb d le, n. m.
Sucking pig. ti kosb, n. m. Young pig; small pig.
kot, n. f. Rib.
kot a kot, kote a kote, kole a kole, adv. ph. Side by side.
kote. a kote dee, adv. A short distance from, near. See 
ora.
kote a kote. See kot a kot.
koto. See but.
koto mayi. See mayi.
kotb, n. m. Cotton, bal doe kotb, n. f. Bale of cotton.
koze; parle, v. t., v. i. To speak, to talk.
kozcer, kozcez, n. m. & f . ;  par leer, parloez, n. m. & f. Talker; 
speech-maker, orator. See bratcer.
kb, kS; ekb, ek%, adv. When, whenever.
kbbiy. See jwe a la kbbiy.
kbdi; bbbb, n. m. Candy.
kbdwir. See kbporte.
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kbfortab, kbfitab, adj. Comfortable. 
kbfybs, n. f. Confidence.
kbgo; "water moccasin", n. m. Water moccasin. 
kbgrbn, n. f. G-angrene.
v * .kbja; gri gri, n. m. Spell (charm or incantation). pase
^  /  v  0 * * j + +
cb kb ja, dbne 6e kbja; pase ce gri gri, dbne Se gri gri, to
cast a spell, to bewitch.
kbm, adv. Like; as; how.
kbmbSffn, n. m. Rice coxnbine (to cut and thrash rice).
kbmi, komi, n. m. Clerk.
/  /  /kbmisyb, komisyb, n. f. Commission (business); errand.
* A  / <» Akbmisybner, komisybner, n. m. Commissioner (officer in 
charge of some department of the public service); one 
who runs an errand.
kbmi v oy a jeer , kbmi vwbya jeer ; komi v by a jeer, kbmi vwoyh jeer, 
n. m. Traveling salesman.
kbmb, adv. How.
kbmbse, v. t., v. i. To begin, to commence.
kbmyb, adv. How much; how many. kbmyb d persbn? How 
many persons?
kbn. See kSn.
kbn a mayi. See mayi.
kbn a pese. See kSn a pese.
kbneksyb. See kbniksyb.
kbnesbs, n. f. Consciousness. il a perdti (la) kbnesbs.
kb net; savwar, v. t. To know in the sense of to be 
acquainted with is kbnet. Elsewhere savwar and kbnet 
are used interchangably with kbnet the more frequent 
form. i kbne sa lesb; i se sa lesb.
kgniksyg, kgnbksyjb, n. f. Connection.
kQnsQ. See kalsg.
kgntlte, n. f. Quantity.
kgphre, v. t. To compare.
kgper, n. m. Sty. See klu.
kgporte, kgporte; kgdwir, v. r. To conduct; to behave 
oneself, el see kgport byg.
kgpgffe, n. f. Guests, visitors.
kgpgyg. See ami.
kgprgn, v. t., v. i. To understand. 
kSrnaye. See fgse. 
kgsekg, adj. V/orthy, good. 
kgser, n. m. Cancer.
kgsole, v. t. To console, to comfort, 
kgstav, kgstab, n. m. Constable. 
kgstipe, adj. Constipated. 
kgstrv?ir. See bhtir.
kgsygs, n. f. Conscience. e gn kgsygs. 
kgt, n. m. Bill; account. 
kgtnir, v. t. To contain.
kgtg, adj. m. & f.; kgtgt, adj. f. Glad, happy; content.
kgtrhkte, v. t. To contract (-work).





kO^e; frape, v. t., v. i. To knock; to hit.
koe, conj. That; than; as; only, but. pron. rel. Whom, 
that; which; what.
k§ d gyg. See gyg.
kcef. See neg.
kcsr, n. m. Heart; core and center (of fruit). 
kcer d arb, n. m. Heart, center of a tree, 
krab, n. f. Crab (crustacean); body louse. 
krake. See fele and khse. 
krapo, n. m. Toad.
v V 0krash, n. m.; shliv, n. f. Spit; saliva,
krhse, v. t. To spit out. v. i. To spit,
krhvat, n. f. Necktie.
kre, n. f. Chalk (for writing). See cok.
kredi, n. m. Credit.
krek. See tSbre, fu and bet.
krele; bablye; sikgne, v. t., v. i. To scold; to quarrel, 
v. r. To quarrel. See dispute.
krep, n. f. Pancake.
kres, n. f. Hayloft.
kret, n. f. Comb (of cock and hen).
kreve, v. t. To put out (eyes), v. i. To die (animals).
kreyg, n. m. Pencil.
krg, n. m. Course hair (of the mane and tail of the horse 
and other animals); mane (of the horse and other animals). 
See krgyer.
krgm, n. f. Cream.
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kr<5m (a la glas)t n. f. Ice cream.
kr£m dee mSt, n. f. Liquor flavored with peppermint.
krSn, v. t. To fear.
kr£t, n. f. Fear.
krSyer, krgyas, n. f. Mane (of the horse and other 
animals). See kr%.
krlket, n. f. Cricket.
krismUs; nwel, n. m. Christmas.
kriye, v. t., v. i. To shout, to scream, to call out.
krlyote. See turmSte.
krlz, n. f., sing, and pi. Epilepsy.
kro. See krwo.
krobhr, n. m. Crowbar.
kroksiyol, n. m. Doughnut.
krose, n. m. Hook.
krose h butfl (old); krose a sulye (old), n. m. A hook 
used to button shoes.
krosir, v. t. To make crooked.
krot, n. f. Dung, dropping of horses, mules, sheep, goats, 
and rabbits, etc.
krbp, n. f. Staple (a loop of metal bent and formed with 
two points to be driven into wood. Used mostly on 
fences); cramp (med.).
kree, kroez, adj. m. & f. ; fO, adj. Deep (extending com- 
paratively far below the surface).
kross; "crusher", n. m. Crusher (a mill for crushing corn 
and other farm products).
kroez. See kree.
kreezosr; prof gdcer, n. f. Depth.
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krup, n. f. Croup (med. ) ; buttock (of horses and mules).
krut, n. f. Crust (of bread and pie); small particles of
bread or pie crust. See griml.
krut dee le, n. f. Formation of dark colored crusts on scalp
oT HabTes caused from seborrhea.
# *krii, adj. m. & f. , krut, adj. f. Raw.
krwhr, v. t. , v. i. To believe. i_ kro; i krwo, he believes.
krwar b dyes, v. i. To believe in God.
krwo, kro, n. f. Cross.
ku, n. m. Neck; blow, stroke, hit; gust (of wind); clap 
(of thunder).
kud, ■ n. m. Elbow, v. t., v. i. To sew; to stitch.
ku d butey. See butey. 
kudcez. See modis.
ku d soley, n. m. Sunburn; sunstroke, 
ku d m. Gust of wind.
kuku, n. m. American black-billed and yellow-billed cuckoo.
kule, v. t., v. i. To leak; to flow, to run; to strain
(milk, etc.). n. f. See bayu.
kulev, n. f. Garter snake, garden snake.
kulcer, n. f. Color.
kulwhr, n. m. Strainer (for milk, etc.). 
kup, n. f. Rut (the track of a wheel).
kupe, v. t. To cut; to cut off; to chop up; to amputate;
to dilute; to castrate, v. i. To cut; to take a short
cut (across fields, etc.). v. r. To cut oneself, to
cut each other. See marke and arbje. 
kupcez dee fw£, n. f. Mowing machine for fields. See fo. 
kur(t), adj. m. & f. Short.
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kura jce, kura jeez, a a j. m. & f. ; kura jcs, kura jeez, adj. m. & f. 
Courageous, spirited.
kiirbuy's, kurbuyb, n. m. Dish made of fish and tomatoes 
cooked in a roux.
kurir, v. t., v. i. To manage (a store); to run.
kurb d er, n. m. Draft of air.
kusb, n. m. Cushion.
kus, n. f. Coat (of paint, etc.); diaper. See lbj.
kuse, v. t. To lay down; to incline, to slant. v. r. To
go to bed, to lie down.
kus kus, n. m. A mixture of corn meal, milk, ana salt cooked 
in a small quantity of grease. The mixture is stirred 
continually while it is being cooked. The end product 
is in a powdered form.
kuto, n. m. Knife.
kutriycaz. See mod is.
kutrcspwbt. See kortcepwbt.
kuve, n. f. Nest (of setting eggs); covey (of quail). v. t.,
to sit on eggs (of hens, etc.). v. i. To sit, to incubate 
(of hens).
kuver, n. m. Cover; lid (for pots, etc.). v. t. See kuvrir.
kuvert, n. f. Blanket.
kuverthr, n. f. Hoof, housetop.
kuvrir, kuver, v. t. To cover, v. r. To cover oneself. 
kuvcez, n. f. Brood hen.
kuy, n. f. Testicle. By extension kanik and plot mean 
testicle.
kuyb(n) , n. m. &. f. Fool. adj. m. <1 f. Foolish. See 
bet.
kuzb, n. m., kuzin, n. f. Cousin.
oo
ku. See cu.
kiil, imper. Kove, get out of the way.
/  /  N Skulbiit, kiilblit, n. f. Somersault.
' * ,kulbute, v. t. To throw over, to upset, v. i. To fall 
head over heels.
* *kiilot, kilot, n. f. ; pat a 13, pbtalb, n. m. pants, trousers. 
kulyer, n. f. Spoon.
kure. See pret.
/ /  ̂/kuzin, kwizin, n. 1 . Kitchen.
kiizinye, kuziye, n. m. ; kiizinyer, kuzi^er, n. f. Cook.
*kwet; frizet, n. f. Curl. 
kw3n, n. f. Pigskin. 
kwilt, n. f. Quilt.
* Vkwiv, Icvviv, n. m. Copper; brass.
kwo; by3 , n. m. 7/ealth. m3 grb per a buku. d kwo (by3 ) .
\kwir, n. m. Leather, v. t., v. i. To cook. 
kwis, n. f. Thigh.
* s +kbit, n. f. Spree, state of intoxication, mbn hmi s a , < *futil can kbit, my friend went on a arinking spree. See 
b3bos.





la ba, adv. Over there.
"label", n. m. Label.
"labor day", n. m. Labor Day.
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lag. See fatike.
la grSn f yev. See tlfold.
lMc, n. m. Lake.
lam, larm, n. f. Tear. el a le lam o zyog. 
lhmQtge. See plLn.
laLap. Lagniappe (a trifling present given to customers by 
tradesmen).





lase, v. t. To lace (shoes); to lasso (a steer, horse, 
etc.).
lhvab, adj. Washable.
lavabo (old), n. m. A wash stand which contains a wash 
bowl and pitcher.
"lavatory”, n. m. Lavatory.
lave, v. t. To wash, to wash off. v. i. To wash. v. r.
To wash, to wash oneself.
lavet, n. f. Dishcloth.
lavbne. See pul.
lavcez,. n. f. Washer (for potatoes, etc.); washing machine 
(for clothes). See masin a lave.
lavlir, n. f. Hogwash (kitchen refuse which is usually fed
to pigs).
lSm, 13m, n. f. Blade (of plow, knife); wave (a ridge or
swell on the surface of a body of water).
ISjq , 18q, n. f. Tongue; language. See lbga j.
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le, n. m. Milk. _le d baer, n. m. Buttermilk.
le, led, adj. m. & f.; vilb(n), adj. m. & f. Ugly. n. 
Ugly one.
le je , le jer , adj. m. &-f. Light, not heavy. 
lep, n. f. Leprosy.
lese, v. t. To leave. mb f rer a lese sa fbm. See kite, 
lbs, n. f. Earthworm, 
letri, n. f. Dairy. 
letti, n. f. Lettuce.
lev, n. f. Lip (of humans); bah in, babin, n. f. Lip (of 
animals) .
lezar, n. m. Lizard.
Lbdi. See Icedi.
lbj, n. m. Clothes; rag; cloth. ote sb lbj, to take off 
one’s clothes. sgje d lb j, to change clothes.
lbn, n. f. 7/ool.
ali, n. m. Bed.
lijetim. See batar( d).
lij itim. See batar(d).
* * ,likid, n. f.; bn o, prep. ph. Liquid.
lila, n. m. China-berry tree. grb lila, large, branchy
*china-berry tree. lila parasol, umbrella china-berry
*tree, grbn a lila, n. f. China-berry.
s /lim, ILm, n. f. File (tool).
lime, v. t. To file, to sharpen or smooth (with a file). 
See afile.
limbhad, n. f. Lemonade.
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/ v ' 'limttya. See nimani.
Iit) , n. f. Line (electric line; piping for conveying water, 
steam, or oil from one location to another; fishing line).
*lip frog, n. m. Leapfrog (a game). 
lir, v. t. , v. i. To read.
lise, v. t. To lick (to draw or pass the tongue over), 
liv, liv, n. m. Book. n. f. pound. 
lizib. See fasil a lir.
lizre, n. m. liorning glory vine; bindweed.
/  A  Alizyer da ter, n. f. Strip of land.
log, n. m. Log (timber).
lbje, v. t. To lodge, to establish a home for (someone),
v. r. To lodge, to take up one’s abode.
loke, n. m. Latch (usually made of wood); hiccup.
loyal. See Iwoyal.
lb>(r}), adj. m. & f. Long.
LObord, n. f. Bearing-joist (of flooring). 
lag aj , n. f. Language. See 1 &13. 
lbgcer, n. f. hpathy, languor; length, 
lbj; draco, n. m. Diaper. See kus.
Ibm, n. f. Shade. asi two da la lbm. See abrhj and 13m.
Ibr). See 1 3r). 
lap, n. f. Lamp.
lase, v. t. To throw, to hurl; to lance (med.). v. r. To 
dart, to spring.
lbt, n. f. Nit.
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IStSn, IStern, n. f. Lantern.
lgtb, adv. ; elS, a|n grbn eTS, n. f. A long time. 
loan, liin, n. f. Moon.
lceve, n. f. Levee (embankment), v. t. To lift, to raise, 
v. r. To get up, to rise. 11 h lve sb> brh. j_ mce lcev.
losve la vii. See cay.
losve lez yce. See osy.
losvg. See yist.
+ *lcedi, l'Sdi, n. m. Monday, 
lu, n. m. Wolf.
"lumberyard", n. m. Lumberyard.
"lunchroom”, n. m. Lunchroom (school).
lup, n. f. Wen, growth on the skin.
lur, adj. m. & f.; lurd, adj. f. Heavy, weighty.
lurdo. See ‘Splat.
* V /  ̂ / V /luse, adj. Cross-eyed, sa fiy e luse, his daughter is 
cross-eyed.
lut, n. f. Otter.
/ *lukad, lukard, n. f. Dormer window. 
liimyer, n. f. Light. 
liin. See Icen.
liinet, n. f. Spectacles, eyeglasses.
- lwe, v. t. To rent. 
lwet, n. f. 1 Uvula. 
lwS, adv. Far, distant.
Iwoyal, loyal, adj. Loyal. 
lwoye, n. m. Rent.
lye j, n. m. Cork. See busg.
lyev (old), n. m. Large wood rabbit. See Ihpb.
lySn; vin, n. f. Vine. lygn dee rezg; vin doe rezS, grape 
vine, lygn doe soko; vin dee soko, muscadine vine.
m
ma. See mgn.
magazg, n. m. Store; barn. See butik and Sghr.
rnakak, n. m. Monkey (any kind); ape. fer ce mhkak hvbk, 
to make a fool of.
makorne. See mgkorne.
makr^ez, n. f. Didapper, pied-billed grebe.
maksu, n. m. Corn stew. The corn is cut off the cob and 
cooked with pepper, salt, and onions. Milk is sometimes 
added.
mal, n. m. Male; wrong; harm. n. f. Trunk (large
traveling box or chest); mail (newspapers, letters, etc.)
malad, n. m. & f. Patient. adj.. Sick.
maladif, adj. Sickly.
pmaladrwat, mhladrwb; malgtbdu, adj. Awkward. 
mb 1 dee tet, n. m. Headache. 
mal egal, adj. Uneven, not level. 
maleg. See marleg.
mal ggle, n. m.; fisttil, n. f. Fistula.
mhl On ord. In disorder. la mezg e mal 3n ord, the house 
in disorder. See dezord.
pmalgtgdii. See maladrwat.
malcer, n. m. Misfortune. 
maltrete, v. t. To maltreat.
mam. See mer.
mhnufhktur, manifaktiir, mSnifektur, n. f. Manufacture.
map, n. m. Mop (for washing floors).
marhgwS. See mustik.
mardi, n. m. Tuesday.
mardi gra, n. m. Mardi Gras.
mar ( ace kaf e) , n. m. Coffee-grounds.
mare, n. m. Natural pond. Marsh grass grows in the mare. 
0?ten there is no differentiation made when speaking of 
a mare and a plats. See plats, vivye and bhsyer.
marSn; nenSn, n. f. Godmother. nenSn is used when 
addressing a godmother.
*mari, n. m. Husband.
mark dee nesSs, n. f. Birthmark.
marke, v. t. To mark; to brand; to castrate. See kupe 
and arSje.
marleg, maleg, n. m. Sparrow hawk.
marggwS. See mustik.
mars, n. m. March (the month).
mars, n. f. March, bridal procession; rung (of a ladder 
or step).
marse, n. m. Market. v. i. To walk. 
marsg, n. m. Merchant; storekeeper.
marsgde, v. t., v. i. To price (goods), to ask the price 
of (goods).
V *marsSdiz, n. f. Merchandise. 
martggal, n. m. Martingale (harness).
marts pig jeer; mhrtS pescer, n. m. Kingfisher, 
marto, n. m. Hammer.
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rnbrybj, n. m.; nos, n. f. Wedding.
mbrye, n. m. Bridegroom, n. f. Bride, le nuvo mbrye, 
newlyweds.
mas, n. f. Maul.
mhshkre, v. t. To damage; to harm; to massacre. See domb je 
and bblme.
mbs3, n. m. Mason, bricklayer.
mase, v. t., v. i. To chew; to masticate. See sike. 
masin, masin, n. f. Machine; engine.
masin a kud, n. f. Sewing machine (clothes and shoes).
See mbsin b sulye.
mbsin b lave, n. f. Washing machine (for clothes). See 
lbvosz.
mbsin b sulye, n. f. Sewing machine (shoes). See mbsin 
b kud.
mbSinri, mbsinri, n. f. Machinery.
maslir, n. f. Bruise caused by mashing; also a resulting 
infection.
mbswbr, n. f. law; jaw-bone.
mblwbrft, n. m. Yellow mud catfish.
mate, v. t. To raise or set up, to elevate, v. r. To
rise up, especially to rise up on the hind legs; to become 
erect.
mats, n. m.; mbtine (seldom used), n. f. Morning. hvQ
midi, n. f. Late morning, period before noon. bsmbtS, 
this morning.
. * f *mbtinbl, adj. Used in the expression _il e mbtinbl, he
gets up early. 
mbtine. See mbtb. 
matlb, n. m. Mattress, 
mbtu. See sa.
7 - ±
may, n. f. Link (of a chain).
maye, n. m. Sledge hammer.
/  ^ *mayi, n. m. Corn, mayi tbn, soft, green corn, epi d
mayi, n. m. Kernel of corn. k£n (kbn) a mayi, n. f. ;
/  /  
pye d mayi, n. m. Cornstalk. koto mayi, n. m. Corncob.
See bugb. 
mama. See mer. 
mhmhm. See mer. 
mbs. See mbs.
me, n. m. Kay. poss. adj., see mb11. conj., see mb.
mefyb, adj. Mistrustful; suspicious.
meg, adj. Thin (of people, animals). cs jur meg, a day of
fasting.
mekbnisyb, n. m. Mechanic.
mekrcsdi , mekrcedi , merkrcedi, n. m. Y7e dues day. 
meksikb(n) , n. m. & f., adj. m. & f. Mexican.
me le, v. 't. To mix, to mingle; to entangle, v. r. To mingle
together; to get entangled, to get mixed up in.
memer.* See grb mer.
memvfar, n. f. Memory, recollection.
 ̂ V 0 + *  ̂ Nmena j ; biitb, n. m. ; f ornitlir, n. f. ; mceb , n. m. pi.
Furniture.
menaje, v. t. , v. i. To manage; to save, to economize.
See sove and ekbnomize.
menwi. See minwi.
me prize, v. t. To speak ill (of someone).
mer, n. m. Mayor, n. f. Sea; ocean; gulf. See "gulf".
mer; mbmb, mSmb, mbmSm, mam, n. f. Mother.
merd, n. f. Excrement (of man and animals). khka, n. m. 
Excrement (of man and animals) (child’s vocabulary).
merkrcedi. See mekrradi.
mer pul. See pul.
mes, n. f. Y/ick; bit (a tool for drilling or boring). n. 
Harsh.
mesb( t) , adj. m. & f. Mean, -wretched. See move.
mesbste, n. f. Wickedness; mischievousness. el h cs th 
d mesbste db el.
met, v. t. To put; to put on, to wear. v. r. To put or 
place oneself; to put on (clothes).
met a j nu, v. t. To make (someone) kneel, v. r. To kneel. 
See najnuy e.
metal, n. m. Metal.
met d ekol, n. m.; metres, n. f. School teacher.
met de re, v. t. To put spokes (on a buggy or wagon wheel) 
*
met la lumyer, v. t. To switch on the light.
met la tab; prepare la tab, v. t. To set the table.
met 1 elektresite, met 1 ektresite, v. t. To wire a house;
to switch on the current. See ’’wire” Sen mezb and met log 
”switch”.
met le sulye, v. t. To put shoes (on someone), v. r. To 
put one’s shoes on. See sose.
met Ice nb>. See hregistre.
met Ice ’switch”, v. t. To switch on the current. See met 
1 elektresite.
metres. See met d ekol.
metye, n. m. Trade, business, calling, handicraft. See 
profesyh and okupasyb.
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mezS, n. f. House; home.
mez3 h lave. See "wash house*’.
mez3 d hbit3, n. f. Tenant*s house.
mez3 d ekol, n. f. School building.
mez3 d kor, n. f. Court-house.
mezb d 1 evek, n. f. Bishop*s house
mez3 d sy3. See kaj a syS.
m3, me, conj. But.
m3, n. f. Hand, m3 drwat, m3 drwet, right hand, m3 gos, 




m3s, adj. Thin; slim, slender.
mi. See myet.
midi, n. m. Noon, apre midi, afternoon. hvg midi. See 
mat3.
migr3n, n. f. Sick or nervous headache.
mil, mil, (in counting and before a consonant); mil2, mil2, 
[before a vowel), adj. One thousand.
* »mil, mil, n. m. Mile; cotton-seed meal (used as feed for 
cattle).
milyce, n. m. Middle. d3 1 mi lyce du. sm3; o mi lyce du sm3, 
in the middle of the road.
/ Vmin, min, n. f. Mine (mineral); appearance, look, mien. 
b3n min, good appearance, movez min, bad appearance. 
min trlst, sad appearance.
mini. mini; minu. Sounds used in calling cats.
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mannt, miniit, n. f. Minute.
/ / 0 0 0 *minu. See mini mini.
/ / 0 ^minut. See mincet.
* * '  ,  'minwi, mSnwi, menwi. Midnight.
mire, v. t., v. i. To aim (with a gun, etc.).
/  \mirwar, mirwar, n. m. Mirror.
0mit, n. f. Clothes moth.
0
mizer, n. f. Miseiy; trouble. See traka. 
mlb f r'Sse ; mlb miiske, n. m. Musk-melon. 
mo, n. m. YvTora. See parol. 
moce. See motye.
mbdis; kutriyoaz, kudcez, n. f. Dressmaker, seamstress. 
moke; f ut, v. r. To mock, to make fun of. i s  mok dee twb. 
mokeer, n. m. Mocking-bird. 
mol. See mu.
mole d In. jbm. See gro d la j3m.
mor, adj. m. & f. ; mart, adj. f. Dead. See bgurdl.
0mor ( dee brid) , n. m. Bridle-bit. 
mord, v. t. , v. i. To bite.
morso, n. m. Piece, fragment; a selection (of music).
mortwaze, v. t. To mortise (carpentry).
mortye, mortye, n. m. Mortar (a building cement).
morvce, morv5e, adj. Snotty (nosed).
mot (dee ter) , n. f. Clod (of dirt).
motye, mwotye, mbce, n. f.; adv. Half.
%mov, n. f. Mucus, snot. See rum.
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move, movtez, adj. m. & f. Bad, mean. See mesb(t).
/  /movtez pikot. See pikot.
moyce, n. m. Hub (of a wheel).
mbn, mb, adj. poss. m. & f. sing.; me2, adj. poss. pi. My. 
The form mbn appears before singular words beginning with 
a vowel whether masculine or feminine. The form mez 
occurs before a vowel.
mb j e, n. m. Food. v. t., v. i. To eat.
mbkorne, makorne; pri, adj. Living as husband and wife 
without being legally married. pol e la fbm sb mbkorne.
mbmb. See mer.
mbn, n. m. World, mankind, people, n. f. A large basket 
("used, in barns to carry shucks, corn, etc.).
mbno, n. m. Sparrow. Usually used with the form ti mbno.
mbs, mbs, n. m. Handle (of a broom, shovel, etc.). n. f. 
Small road; path between two fences; sleeve (of garment).
mbt, mbtr, n. f. Watch.
mbtay, n. f. Mountain.
mbte, v. t. To wind (as a clock); to climb, v. i. To 
climb. See grbpe.
mbtb, n. m. Chin.
mbtr. See mbt.
mbt re, v. t. To show, to display.
mbye, v. t. To manage, to handle, v. r. To manage, to 
handle oneself. il byb mbye lez afer. i mby lb sbrd 
byb. mb per £ mby byb por sbn aj.
mosb. See mena j .
nfec, adv. Much, very much, mcec is always used in a 
negative sentence, tel bn a jaa mcec. See buku.
mcel. See mule. 
mcel, n. f. Grindstone. 
mdsrye. See miirye. 
mosziir. See miiziir.
mrizye, murizye, n. m. Wild cherry-tree.
mu, mol, adj. m. & f. Soft.
mud, v. t. To grind (coffee); to mill.
mul, n. m. Mould (for pastry).
mulS, n. m. Mill.
mul£ k  kotg, mulg d koto, n. m. Cotton-gin.
mulO k si., n. m. Saw-mill.
mul% d kotO. See mulg k  kotg.
muliye, n. m. Miller.
murir, v. i. To die.
mus, n. f. Moss (plant characterized by small, leafy, 
tufted stems).
mustik, mustik, n. f.; maragwg, marOgwO, n. m. Mosquito. 
mustiker; ber, n. m. Mosquito net.
mus, n. f. Fly. mus a foe, fire-fly. mus k  mye 1, n. f. 
Honey-bee.
muse, v. r. To blow one’s nose.
mustas, mustas, n. f. Mustache.
muswar, n. m. Handkerchief.
mutard, n. f. Mustard.
mutO, n. m. Sheep, belye, n. m. Ram. mal mutO, n. m.
Castrated sheep, film el mutO, n. f. Ewe. t_i mutQ, n. .
Young sheep; small sheep, bftn doe mutO, n. f. Flock of 
sheep.
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muy e, v. i. To rain. i muy; ll apre muye, it is raining.
mill. See mule.
miilat, n. m. ; miilat res, n. f. Mulatto.
miile, n. m. Mule, mill, mcel, n. f. She-mule.
V Xmiir, n. m. ; mur^y, n. f. Wall (in a barn or in a house).
See plafgnhj.
v x 0miir, n. f. Berry, miir d arb, mulberry, miir d ergs, black­
berry. miir trgnbt, dewberry.
miir ay. See miir and plafgna j.
r. i  ̂ 'munzye. See mrizye.
x ^ 0 0 ^miirmosre, miirmiire, v. t. , v. i. To murmur, to whisper. 
miirye, m^rye, n. m. Mulberry-tree.
Xmiis, n. m. Muscle.
miizik a bus, miizik h bus; miizik a babin (bhbin), mUzik h
0 X 1 ™  " " _  ̂ r 1 rbabin (babin), n. f. Harmonica.
/  /miizisyg( n) , n. m. & f. Musician.
miiziir, maeziir, n. f. Measure; measurement.
0miizyo, n. m. Muzzle (a fastening or covering for the mouth 
of an animal to prevent eating or biting). See pgye.
0mwazi, adj. Moldy, 
mwel, n. f. Marrow.
mwg, adv. Less; fewer. prep. Less, minus, 
mwo, n. m. Month. 
mwotye. See motye.
mwe, v. i.; sgje d pwa1, v. t. To shed the hair (horses, 
mules, etc.). See sur e mwe.
mvJet. See sur e mwe.
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myale, v. i. To mew (as a cat).
myel, n. m. Honey.
*myet; mi, n. f. Soft part of bread, 
n
na j nuye, v. r. To kneel. See met a j nu. 
nap ( dcs tab) , n. f. Table-cloth. 
narge, v. t., v. i. To nag.
/ Vnarin, narin, n. f. Nostri1. 
nave, n. m. Turnip.
navet, n. f. Shuttle (of a sewing machine).
*nayiv, adj. Frank, truthful.
ne, n. m. p. p. & adj. Born. See ene.
neg, negres, n. m. & f. Negro. nigray, n. m.; korbo, n. m.:
kcsf, n. m. Words used when speaking unfavorably of negroes.
korbo is used occasionally when speaking of an exceptionally 
dark negro.
ne j , n. f. Snow.
neje', v. i. To snow.
nenWn. See mar'Sn.
nerf, n. m. Nerve.
nes^s, n.’f. Birth.
netwoye, netwove, netwoye, v. t., v. i. To clean, v. r. To 
clean oneself.
.its, n. m. Dwarf. adj. Dwarfish.
"nigger shooter”, niga sut, n. m. Sling-shot.
nigray. See neg.
nik, nik, n. m. Nest, nik dee fromi, ant nest, ant hill. r ,r 1nik doe gen, wasp, hornet nest; a boil with many heads 
(med.). nik d oef, nest of eggs.
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* 0 * ' *nimbni, njunbya, limbya, n. m. ; le p wb, n. m. pi. pneumonia.
nlvo, n. m. Level (instrument); level.
nos. See maryaj. " .
novbm, novam, n. m. November.
nb, adv. No.
nbk, bk, n. m. Uncle.
nee, n. m. Knot.
ncef, adj. New. 1 bto ncef. la mezb ncef. See nuvo.
noef (in counting and before a consonant); ncef z (before a 
vowel), adj. Nine.
ncsvae, n. m. Nepiiew. nyes, n. f. Niece. 
noevybm, n. , adj. Ninth.
nurir, v. t. To suckle; to feed. See fer tete.
nuvo, n. m. Something new. nuvel, n. f. (often in pi.). 
News, piece of news, tidings. adj. m. & f. New. ya 
keksoz' dee nuvo a 1 ekol. _j bm btbn le nuve 1 (lb nuvfel).
2? n^vQ sar. bn nuvel rob. See ncef.
nil, adj. Naked, bare.
nwar, adj. Black; dark.
X Xnwe 1. See krismlis. 
nwo, n. m. Nut.
nwoye, n. m. Walnut-tree. v. t. To drown (someone, etc.).
, v. r. To drown.
nwe, n. m. Cloud.
nwi, n. f.; swar, n. m. Night.
nyes. 'See ncsvas.
nyok, n. m. Knuckle.
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nyokse, nyokse, v. r. To play knuckle-bones.
o o
o, n. f. Water. o beni, holy water. o f rbs; o fre; o frb, 
fresh, cool water. o frod; b frwad, cold water. o glbse, 
ice-water. o ked; 6 tyed, lukewarm water. o prbp7  clean 
water, o pur, pure water. o sod, hot water. n. m. , see 
os.
o. bn o. See likid. 
obel, n. m. Sapwood.
obj e, n. m. Object.
obliye. See ubliye.
.odcer, n. f. Odor, bbn odcer, good, sweet odor. odcar pdybt, 
bad, stinking odor. ~
o dsii. See b ho.
ofer. See ofrir.
ofis, n. f. Office building.
ofbs, n. f. Offense.
ofbs. y et_ bn ofbs, bfbs. et bn bfbs. Senile, second child- 
Hood.
ofbse, v. t. To offend, to give offense to. 
ofrir, ofer, v. t. To offer.
ogmbte; csrmbte, rosmbte, v. t. , v. i. To augment, to increase. 
oj, n. m. Watering trough; feed trough. See bhk. 
ojurdwi, adv. Today; nowadays, 
oktob, n. m. October.
okupasyb, n. f. Occupation. See profesyb and metye.
olivye, n. m. Sweet olive-tree (ornamental).
opithl, n. f. Hospital, opital serite; opital shrite, 
charity hospital.
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opiyb, n. f. Opinion. 
opresyb, n. f. Asthma, 
or, n. f. Gold.
orb; pre dog, adv. Near. See kote. 
oragQ, urhgb, n. f. Storm.
ora j, n. f. Bad -weather with or without rain.
oratcer, orhtcez, n. m. & f. Speech-maker; orator. See kozoer.
ord, n. m. Order, command.
ordbne, v. t., v. i. To order (merchandise, etc.); to
command.
orey, n. m. Ear.
0orfffilS, n. m. ; orfcelin, n. f. Orphan, 
brm, n. m. Elm-tree.
0 * 0 * Vormi kos, conj. Unless, vyg pa ormi k s t hpel.
ors, n. m. Bear.
ortey,■ ortey, n. m. Toe.
orti, n. f. Nettle.
brye, n. m. Pillow.
os; o, n. m. (both used as sing, or pi.). Bone. 
os h pwosg. See aret. 
os dee pwosg. See £ret.
osti, n. f. ; beni, n. m. Consecrated bread.
ot, adj. Other; another. The form frequently occurs as 
btr before a vowel.
ote, v. t. To remove.




£tbn, otSn, n. f. Autumn, 
btr. See ot. 
otur. See hlOtur. 
b
b, a, n. m. Year.
b ba; b dsu; doesu; su; pardcesu, adv. Below, under.
* *bbara, n. m. ; defukiilte, n. f. Difficulty.
bbarhsb( t) , adj. m. & f. ; jbnb( t) , adj. m. & f. Embarrassing;
bothers ome.
bbbdbne. See hbbabne.
bbbmcer, n. m. Embalmer.
bbra j, n. f. Shadow; shade. Ice sbn fe cen grbs bbrh j. _j
vwo mbn bbraj. See Ibm.
bbrase, v. t., v. i. To embrace; to kiss. See beke.
bburi, bbri, n. m. Navel.
bbtilbs, n. f. Ambulance.
bdomhje. See domaje, hbime and masakre.
bdrwo. See bvirb.
b dsu. See b ba.
bduy, n. m. Gut stuffed with guts, and smoked like a sausage.
bdlir. See panari.
*bdurhb, adj. Endurable, tolerable, 
bfile, v. t. , v. i. To thread (as a needle). 
bflbmasyb, n. f. Inflammation. 
bflur. See gbf llir.
bfb , n.; pti, n. m.; ptit, n. f. Child, enfant.
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bfb d ekol; ekolye, n. m. & f. Pupil, student.
bfbse, v. t. To push in or down, to drive in or down, to 
sink. See plbte.
bga je, v. t., v. i. To hire. v. r. To hire oneself out.
bgar, n. f. Barn. See magazg.
3giy, bgiy, n. f. Eel.
bgle, n. m. Englishman, bglez, n. f. Englishwoman, adj. 
m. & f. English.
bgrese, v. t., v. i. To fatten, to grow fat.
bgurdi; mor, adj. Benumbed.
*bgurdismb, n. m. Numbness.
/  /  /  /b ho; deesii; o dsu; su.; pardcesu, adv. Above, on.
bj_, bj, n* Angel.
bk, hk, n. f. Ink. n. m. , see nbk.
bkadrsemb, n. f. The frame in which windows and doors are 
set.
bkliim  ̂ n. f. Anvil. 
bkor, adv. Again; yet. 
bm, n. m. Man.
bmare, v. t. To tie, to fasten, to bind.
bm d la parwas or d 1 eta. n. m. Parish or state employee.
bm dee kor, n. m. Man who works for a household. He works 
around the barn and takes care of the house, yard, etc.
bmer, adj. Bitter.
bmlet, n. f. Omelet.
bmne, v. t. To lead; to bring.
bmsb, n. m. Fish-hook.
bndb. See db and acedb.
bndb d lb mb; pbm d lb mb, n. f. Palm (of the hand).
bne, Sne, n. f. Year..
bnet, adj. Honest. See drwbt.
bni, n. f. Anise.
Qnore, v. t. ; f er bncer a, v. i. To honor, to pay honor t
bncer, n. m. Honor.
* * pbnwi, n. f. Lonesomeness, homesickness. 1 bnwi 1 b twe.
n̂vviye, v. r. To be lonesome.
bnMyb, adj. Lonesome; bothersome, annoying.
bnwiyoe, bnwiyoez, adj. m. & f. Given to being lonesome; 
boring. i res a lb mezb, il e bnWiyce. sob trb e bnwiyce
bq, n. m. Nail (of finger, toe).
bplbt; pbtatof, pbtat; lurdo, adj. Awkward. See gos. 
bprbte, v. t. , v. i. To borrow.
3pul, /n. f. Blister (med.). See blesur. 
braje, adj. Mad, rabid (med.).
bregistre, v. t. ; met Ice nb. To enter in a register, to 
record.
brwe, adj. Hoarse.
bs, Ss, n. f. Ounce; handle (of a pot or basket), 
bsbm, bsbm, adv. Together, at the same time.
bscevrir, v. t. To expose (a body in a funeral home).
btere, vw t. To bury. 
btermb, n. f. Funeral.
btbnwar, otbnwar, n. m. Funnel (a wide-mouthed, conical 




btye, adv. Entirely, fully. tu. Stye, completely. See 
plS. b plS.
bvhHe, v. t., v. i. To swallow.
bvi, n. f. Desire, wish.
0bvirb, n. m. pi.; bdrwo, n. m. Vicinity, locality. 
bvlop, n. f. Envelope.
bvlope, v. t. To wrap up. v. r. To cover or wrap onese 
up.
bvoye, bvwoye, v. t. To send. 
bvyce. See jalu( z) . 
bvycez. See jblu(z).
bffb, n. f. Onion. kne d byb, n. f. Onion top.
bz (in counting and before a consonant); bz2 (before a 
vowel), adj. Eleven.
bzybm,, n., adj. Eleventh.
ce ce ce
ce, ces, pron. pers. pi. m. & f. They; them. 
oef, n. m. Egg.
t 0oer, n. f. Hour. Sen (bn, tin) d(kni cer, a half hour. fen" + 0 ■— — 1 ~ 1 '
(bn, tin) cer e dmi, an hour and a half. 
cerghrde b ba. See cey.“• 1 '




oerce, cercez, adj. m. & f.
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cercezite. See jwo. 
oerpasa j . See rcepasa j . 
cer pas e . See rcepase. -
cerpoze. See rcepoze.
V ' ,oersiite, v. i. To relapse, to become ill again.
cervcenb, n. in. Ghost, 
csryb. See ryb. 
ces. See 63.
cey, n. m. sing. ; zyce, n. m. pi. Eye. leave le zyoe; lceve lb 
vli, to raise the eyes. cer garde b 1 er, to look up. bese
le zyce; bese la vii, to lower the eyes, csrgarde b ba, to
look down. f rbme le zyoe; fbrae le zyoe, to close the eyes. 




pagay; palet, n. f. Paddle (a short broad oar).
pagaye, v. t., v. i. To paddle, to propel by paddle or oar.
pak; !TEas_ter’T, n. m. Easter.
pakbn, n. f. Pecan nut.
pakbye, n. m. Pecan-tree.
pal. See blbm.
pale, n. m. Palate (anat.).
pa let. See pagay.
1 palis; sayn, n. m. Polish, shine (for shoes, boots), v. t. 
To shine, polish (shoes).
."pall bearer"; portcer dee serkcey, n. m. pall-bearer.
phiuye, n. m. Swingle-tree (the crossbar of a carriage,
etc., to the ends of which the traces of the horse are
attached). fo phlbffe, n. m. Swingle-tree attached to 
the tongue of a wagon, etc.
phnhri; bdiir, n. m. Felon (med.).
pap, n. m. Pope (Catholic church). See per.
paph. See per.
papiyb, n. m. Butterfly.
papye, n. m. paper; newspaper. See gazet.
paradi, n. m. Paradise.
paralize, adj. paralyzed.
phrasbl, n. m. Umbrella, parasol.
phrdcesu. See Q ba.
*phrdcgsli. See b ho. 
pare, adj. Ready. 
phres, n. f. Laziness. 
paresog. ' See phrtssce and kal%. 
parS,,n. m. Godfather.
phrk, n. m. Pen (for cattle, dogs, etc.). phrk h syg, do 
kennel. park h kost>, pig pen.
parle. See koze.
par leer. See kozcer.
parol, n. f. Word; promise. See mo.
parcesce, parcesdez, adj. m. & f. ; pa re see, phrescez, adj. m. & 
Lazy. See kaLS.
partir, v. t. To start (a motor). v. i. To set out, to 
depart, to go, to leave. See gbn.
phrtu; tu partu, adv. Everywhere.
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parwas, n. f. Parish (in Louisiana, a civil division
corresponding to a county in other states); Church parish 
(the territory in •which the members of a church or congre­
gation live).
parwasyg, n. m. Parishioner (ecc.).
pasaj; pft d mars, n. m. Foot-bridge.
phse (bn sik. See §ik.
phs partu, n. m. Cross-cut saw.
pastcer♦ See pret.
pasyb(t), adj. m. & f. Patient.
phsybs, n. f. Patience.
pat, n. i. Dough; foot (of animals).
pataIS. See kulot.
pathsa, n. m. Perch (fish).
patat, n. f. Potato. adj., see bplat.
phtht (dus), n. f. Sweet potato.
phtatof. See Pplat.
phtht -bglez. See p5m doe ter.
patrb, n. m. pattern (anything cut out or formed into shape 
to be copied).
pave. See pev.
pay, n. f. Straw; corn shuck. pay h ri, rice straw.
phyas, n. m. Clown, jovial person.
p3s. See pbs.
pe, n. f. Peace.
pei. See peyi.
pel, n. f. Spade (a digging implement).
pel a fee (old), n. f. A small shovel used to pick up ashes.
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p e 11 e , pelte; bese, v. t. To turn over the soil with a 
spade or shovel.
penitbsye, n. m. Convict. See prizbye.
*  0 A. /  Apenitbsyer, pbnitbsyer, n. f. ; f orsa , n. m. Penitentiary.
peper. See grb per.
per, n. f. pair; couple.
per; papa, pap, n. n. Father.
gerd, v. t. To lose; to lose through death. gerd Sn bf b ,
to have a miscarriage; to abort. See fos kus. v. i. To 
lose. v. r. To become lost, to lose one’s way.
per ace sizo♦ aee sizo.
perdri, n. f. Quail.
^  a *persede. See slipliye.
persek&te , pesce 1-hite , v. t. To persecute. 
persi, n. m. Parsley.
persb( t) , adj. m. & f. Piercing. % vb persb. vwo persbt.
/N ^ ^perscekute. See persekiite.
persp trwit (seldom used), n. f. Trout.
pes, n. f. Fishing; peach.
pese, n. m. Peach-tree; sin. v. t. To fish. v. i. To sin; 
to fish.
pescer, pescez, n. m. & f. Sinner; fisher, angler. pescer h lh 
liq, angler.
pete, v. i. To fart.
petrb. et db g petrb, to be in trouble. 
petrir, v. t. To knead (dough). 
pev; pave, n. m. pavement. v. t. To pave, 
peye, v. t., v. i. . To pay (for); to recompense.
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peyi, pei, n. m. Country, nation. 
peze, v. t., v. i. To weigh, 
n. m. Pine-tree.
pg, n. m. Bread. PS f rgse, Brench bread. jdS griye, toasted
bread, hoi hwit; pS jSn, brown bread. pS mu; pS tSn, soft, 
tender bread.
pg beni. See ostl.
pg d myel. See de d myel.
pgn, n. f. Sorrow. jL m fh d lb pgn, I feel sorry for him. 
pgn; pgtlire, v. t. , v. i. To paint, mbn gk vb pgn mb mezg.
Apg n mbyi, n. m. Corn bread. 
pSs, n. f. Pliers; pincers.
pgse, v. t., v. i. To pinch; to grip. v. r. To pinch one­
self .
pgso, n. m. Paintbrush. See bros.
pgt, n. f. Cup (of metal, used for drinking).
pgtur, h. f. Paint.
*pgture. See pgn.
*pgturcer, n. m. House painter. 
pgy, n. m. Comb.
pgffe, v. t. To comb. v. r. To comb one’s hair.
pi, n. m. Udder.
plgcerwg, plgro^vg, n. m. Kidney.
pijg, n. m. Pigeon.
pik bwo, n. m. Woodpecker.
pike; koke, v. t., v. i. To have sexual intercourse with.
plkose; bekte, v. t. To peck (as a chicken). v. r. To 
peck one another.
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pikot; movez pikot, n. f. Smallpox, plkot volbt, chicken- 
pox.
plkb, n. m.; epin, n. f. Thorn. See garofye.
* * t *pimb, n. m. Pepper, pimb du, bell pepper, pimb for, all  ̂ * ~ ---hot peppers. pimb ruj, red pepper. pimb ver, green pepper.
pin; ccs, kce; bibit, n. f. Penus. titis; suri, (child’s 
speech).
pip, n. f. Tobacco pipe.
"pipe wrench". See "wrench".
pipi, n. f. Pip (a disease in chickens).
plrog, n. m. Pirogue. See skif and bato.
* \ * *pisa, n. m. ; iirin, n. f. Urine.
pise, v. t., v. i. To piss, to make water. 
pistas, pistas, n. f. Peanut. See kawbn. 
pitwoyab, adj. Pitiful. la tit fiy e pitwoyhb. 
pitye, n. f. Pity. 
plye, v. t. To rob. See vole.
plb, n.' m. Dish. il e db sb pla, he is in his glory.
plbfbnbj, n. m. Wall (in a house). See mur.
plakar, n. m. Mess. Ice pti a fe <S plhkhr su 1 plbse, the
child made a mess on the floor.
plhkmin, n. f. Persimmon.
plbkmiye, n. m. Persimmon-tree.
plhs, n. f. Place; seat; farm. See sit and abithsyb. 
plat, adj. Flat.
plhtb, n. m. Shallow natural pond. Even though there is 
no water in the pond it usually stays muddy. Marsh-grass
grows in the plhtb. Often there is no differentiation
made when speaking of a platb and a mare. See mbre,
vivye and basyer.
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plhtfbrm doe bal, n. m. Platform where bales are stored.
plato, n. m.; bot, n. f.; gato, n. m. Section of a bale of 
hay.
pie. See bobo.
pier, v. t. To please. el vh pier sb mari. 
plezir, n. m. Pleasure, delight. 
plezb( t) , adj. m. 8c f. Pleasant.
plezbte, v. i. ; f er de fars; fer de ” joke”. To joke, to 
jest.
plb. b plb, adv. Entirely, fully. See btye.
plb(n), adj. m. & f. Full.
plb d v_i. See enerjik.
plbn; lambte, v. r. To complain.
plbn pos. See pose.
plbyhr, n. m. A person who complains all the time, complainer. 
adj. Querulous.
plot, n. f'. Ball (baseball, rubber ball, etc.). See kuy.
ploye. See plwoye.
plb, n. m. Lead.
plbj. See egal.
plbs, n. f. Plank; board.
plbs h lhve (old), n. f. Plank on which clothes were washed. 
The plank was placed directly over the water.
plbse, n. m. Floor.
plbt, n. f. Plant (vegetable plant; refining plant; electrics * *plant, etc.). See rafinri.
plbte, v. t. To plant (vegetables, etc.); to drive or to 
stick (a splinter into one’s hand, etc.). v. i. To plant 
(vegetables, etc.). See bfbse.
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plate s3n. fer plate san. An acrobatic stunt. One’s head 
is placed on the ground with the legs straight upwards.
The arms are used to support this position, mb frer pee 
fer plate sSn.
p losre; braye; jcele, gcele, v. i. To cry; to weep.
plii, plus, adv. More. _j e plii d ar jb k two. _j On e pliis 
kce two.
* *plum, plum, n. f. Feather; pen, fountain pen. See ’’fountain 
pen”.
V /pliis. See plii.
ulwoye, ploye, v. t. To bend; to fold. v. r. To bend.
/  /  /  /  /plwi. tit plwi fin. See briima.
po, n. m. Pitcher. n. f. Skin; peel.
pocam, n. m. Chamber-pot.
porna, puma, n. m.' Lung. See also potrin.
po p, n. m. Pop (soft drink).
popyer, n. f. Eyelid.
por, prep. Eor.
nor, n. m. Port.
pbr dir pare; pros pare; preskm pare; pres pare, adj. ph. 
Llmost ready. su por dir pare pbr ale o vilaj.
porb, n. m. ; veriir, n. f. 7/art.
porsceia, porscelin, n. f. Porcelain.
port, n. f. Door.
porte, porte; aporte, aporte, v. t. To bring; to carry; to
wear; to carry young (of animals). la jiimb port ce pula. 
v. r. To be well disposed.
port mbne, n. m. Bill-folder, money holder.
portcer dee serkcey♦ See ’’pall bearer”.
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pbr tcez, n. f. Mi 11-hopper.
pbste. byb poste. Well-read. mbn bk e byb poste.
post is, pustis, adj. False (as false teeth). See fo.
pos teem, n. f. Pus.
pos, n. f. Pocket.
pose; plbn pos, n. f. Pocket full.
potb, n. m. post (of a fence); upright (timber supporting 
a rafter which is also the frame for a wall).
pbto d telefbn, n. m. Telephone pole.
*potrin, n. f. Chest; lung. See also pom's.
potriner, n. n. & f. Consumptive person. adj. Consumptive.
pov( r) , adj. Poor, needy. 1 to e dov. Ice pbvr bm.
pozisyb, n. f. Position (manner or place in which anything
is placed or arranged; a job, but usually in the sense of
a good job which pays well and requires little work).
pb, n. m. peacock; bridge. pb a krak, a grated bridge at a 
gateway to keep cattle from crossing over.
pbc, n. n. Punch (for metal or leather). The leather punch 
is either a piece of hollow steel or an instrument with a 
wheel containing hollow steel punches of various sizes.
The metal punch is a solid piece of steel.
pb d mars. See pasaj.
pbdb. See diirb.
pbdlil, pbdul, n. f. Clock.
pbm, n. f. Apple. pbm dus, sweet apple.
pbm d hdb. See gargotb.
pbm d la mb. See bndb d la mb.
pbn doe ter; phtat bglez, n. f. Irish potato.
pbm dcs ter bure, n. f. Irish potato cooked whole. The center 
is stuffed with pepper, garlic, and onions.
I
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pbmye, n. m. Lpple-tree.
pgn, v. t. To hang, to hang up; to hang (on the gallows);
to lay (eggs). v. i. To hang; to lay (eggs), v. r. To
hang oneself.
gbp, n. f. Pump (air, water).
pbs, pSs, n. f. Paunch, stomach of ruminating animals.
pbse. See jbgle.
pbsyb de vyos. See rbt de vy;e.
pbse, v. t. To bend; to cause to lean. v. r. To bend.
pbtalb. See kulot.
pbtkot, n. f. Pentecost.
pbtiir, n. f. Hinge.
pby, n. f. Door handle. See pbffe.
pbff e, n. m. vYrist; basket, hamper; door handle; muzzle (a
fastening or covering for the mouth of an animal to prevent
eating or biting). n. f. Handful. See pbff and miizyo.
pa, n. m. Little, few. adv. Little, not much; nearly, about. 
See ti brb.
pcef. See pudriyb.
pcepiilye, n. m. Poplar-tree.
peer, n. f. Fear, a m r  peer, to be afraid.
parezi, piirezl, n. f. Pleurisy.
poeroe. See kapb.
pees. See pus.
poet i( t) , adj. m. & f. As a predicate adjective in accentuated
position the form is usually pitl( t) . But peat i (t) (with 
ce dropped out when preceded by a word ending in a vowel) 
also, but less frequently, occurs, _il e pitl, ll 'e ptl. 
Elsewhere, pt i( t) (usually), poeti( t) (less frequently) 
occur after a vowel. b ptl garsb, b pat 1 garsb. tl(t)
occurs after consonants, sometimes after vowels. kht tl 
garsb, kat pati garsb, b tmi garsb.
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pre; btim, adj. Intimate, close. 
pre dcs. See ora. 
prepare la tab. See met la tab. 
preri, n. f. Prairie.
pres, n. f. Device which compresses cotton into bales, 
see pros.
presbiter, n. m. Priest’s house.
prese, v. t. To press; to squeeze; to crush; to hurry. 
Pressed; in haste, hurried. See epiire and ebraze.
pres toe. See pros.
pres toe pa re. See pbr dir pare.
pres pare. See pbr dir pare.
pret; kiire; pa steer (seldom used), n. m. parish priest.
urete, v. t., v. i. To lend.
■*» - ' '
prevwar, v. t. To look forward to, to forsee.
prezb. See kado.
prbmye. See prsmye.
prbmyer. See proem ye .
*prbsipal, n. m. Principal.
prbtb, prbtb, n. m. Spring.
pri. See mbkorna.
pnyer, n. f. Prayer.
*priz, n. f. Snuff tobacco. 
prizb, n. f. Prison. See kaj.
prizbye, n. m. Prisoner; convict. See penitbsye.





profite. See grQdir. 
profbdcsr. See kroezcer.
pron^se, prcenbse, v. t. , v. i. To pronounce; to declare. 
prop, adj. Glean.
propriyete, n. f. Estate, landed property; property.
propriyeter, n. m. Landlord, landowner.
pros; preskce; pres, adv. Almost, nearly.
prose, n. m. Lawsuit, trial.
pros pare. See pbr dir pa re.
proteje, v. t. To protect; to defend.
prSmne, v. r. To go visiting. See vizlte.
pr^n, v. t. To take; to seize; to capture; to catch (a cold,
etc.). v. i. To take root. See atrape.
prfln g ” permanenttT; ses f er bukle le sfca; see far f rize le sfce, 
to have one’s hair curled. See bukle and frize.
Dreamy e , prknyer, n. , adj.; prSmye , prbmyer, n. , adj. First.
prcenbse. See pronbse.
pruve, v. t. To prove.
priin, priin, n. f. Plum.
prlinye, priiye, n. m. Plum-tree.
pti. See Of®.
ptit. See 3f3.
d u , n. m. Head louse.
pud, n. f. powder.
pu d bwo, n. m. Hood tick.
pudriyfl, pudrb; poaf, n. m. Powder-puff.
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pul; volay, n. f. Hen; chickens (generally in the plural).
gbm, gim; kok, n. m- Rooster, gbm batavjer, gin bhthycar;
kbk (bataycsr) , n. m. Fighting cock, mer pul, n. f.
Mother hen. lavbne, n. m. & f. gbm nb, gin nb, n. n. ;
pul nS, n. f. Bantam, pule, n. m. Chick. pul ru.i, red
chicken, pul invar, black chicken, pul bibs (blSs) , white
chicken. 'pul jbn, yellow chicken. jbga, n. m. & f. 
Barred-rock chicken.
pul. See jwe pul.
pulaye, n. m. Chicken house.
pul do, pul du, n. f. American Coot.
pule. See pul.
pulb. See sf al.
puli, n. m. Pulley.
pulis. See sfal.
pumb. See pomb.
pupe, n. f. Doll. See katb.
purswir, purswir, v. t. To sue (law).
pus, n. m. Thumb; inch.
puse, v. t. To push. v. i. To push; to grown
pus if, adj. Pursy, short-winded (as in animals), mb sf al e_ 
pusif, my horse is short-winded.
pus kafe, n. m. A drink consisting of whiskey and coffee.
pustis. See postis and fo.
pusyer, n. f. Dust.
puyet, n. f. Masturbation. soe pase 5§n puyet, to masturbate.
pu, adv. No more.
piinez, n. f. Stinkbug; bedbug.
f.  ̂ 'Durezi. cee ocarezi.
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purje, v. t. To purge (med.)*
apiis, pees, n. f. Flea.
pwal, pwel, n. m. pubic hair; hair (on chest and in the
^ / V /armpits); hair (of animals). See diive and sf ce.
v
pwal. a pwal. See k aj a k.
pwalet, n. f. ; pwa lb, n. m. Frying-pan.
pwar, n. f. pear.
pw?aro, n. m. Leek.
rwav, n. m. Black pepper.
pwavriyer. See bwat a pwa.v.
pw e 1. See pwa 1.
V
pwel. a pw e1♦ See ka j a k.
 ̂ >pwb, n. m. Fist; stitch (med.). le pwb. See nimbni.
pwSte, v. t. To point (a gun, a finger, etc.). v. i. To 
point.
apwbtii, adj. Sharp, pointed.
pwo, n. m. Weight; ■weight (in a window); pea (small and 
round).
pwosb, n. m. Fish. pwosb arme, garfish. 
pwozb, n. f. Poison; venom.
pwozbnoe, pwozbncez, adj. m. & f. Poisonous (as plants, snakes).
pwe, v. t. To smell of, to stink of. v. i. To stink, to have 
an offensive odor.
Apwi, n. m. V/ell (water, oil, gas).
/ ^ A + A Anwi, nlwi. n. f. Rain. tit nwi, tit nlwi. Rain of short
' --------  ' i ■—  —  m —  -f
Aduration. See briima. 
pyano. See pybno.
pyas, n. f.; dolar (seldom used), n. m. Dollar.
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pye, n. m. Foot (of humans; in measurement); leg (of 
furniture); stalk (of corn, etc.)*
pye dif orme; pye tordii; pye kros, adj. Club-foot.
pye d mayi. See mayi.
pyej, n. m. Snare, trap for muskrat and larger animals. See 
atrap.
pyer. See gravwo.
pyes, n. f. Bolt (of cloth); patch (a piece of cloth se'wed 
on a garment to repair or strenghten it); a piece of 
clothing (that is to be ironed or one that has been ironed); 
division in a field devoted to a specific crop.
pyeste. See rapyeste. 
pygno, pyano, n. m. Piano. 
pyos, n. f. Hoe. 
r
ra, n. m. Rat. ra mils ke, muskrat.
rabotch, rabotcsz, adj. m. & f. Rough, uneven.
rabure, v. t. , v. i. To plough.
raburjer, n. m. Ploughman.
radi, n. m. Radish.
>TradiotT, reaiyo, n. m. Radio.
,Tradioman” . See arb jar dee nradio,T.
radote, v. i. To talk idly, to drivel; to dote.
rafinrl, n. f. Refinery. See plbt.
rafle, v. t. To raffle.
raj, n. f. Rabies (med.).
rakmode. See rapyeste.
%rakbrsir, v. t. To shorten.
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rhl, n. f. Rattle (in the throat); rail (bird).
rhmo, n. m. A leaf that has been blessed by a priest on 
Palm Sunday. Palm leaves are preferred but since palm 
trees are scarce in this area leaves of other trees are 
used.
rap, n. f. Rasp (a kind of rough file); grater.
rbple, v. r. To remember, to recollect. i_ £ ra pe 1 d_& sb.
raporte, rbporte, v. t. To bring, to bring in; to bring 
back, to take back; to yield, v. i. To yield; to be 
profitable.
raptise, v. t. To shorten.
rapyeste, pyeste; rakmode, v. t., v. i. To mend, to patch 
(clothes, etc.).
rhr, adj. Rare; unusual; scarce.
rarmb, adv. Rarely, seldom.
*  Xrhsin, rbsin, n. f. Root.
rasps, rascez, adj. m. & f. Rough, rugged. lb plbs £ rbsc^. 
rat, n. f. Spleen.
rbtelye, n. m. Set of false teeth. See db postis. 
rbto, n. m. Hand and field rake. 
raver, n. m. Cockroach.
rbze, v. t., v. i. To shave, v. r. To shave, to shave 
oneself.
razwar, n. m. Razor, razwar a 1 ektresite, electric razor. 
rS. See rb.
rSs. See rbs.
/  /  v  /  /(r)bute, v. i. To stumble, mb sf al b (r)biite.
re, n. f. Spoke (of a wheel); furrow (a trench made in the 
ground by a plow).
red, adj. Stiff, taut.
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rediscer dee f 11. See "stretcher".
rediyo. See "radio".
rediyo "man". See hrbjeer dee "radio".
refleksyb, ref leksyb, n. f. Reflection, thought; reflection 
(as a mirror in the sun).
reg. See "rule".
rejwir, rcejwir, v. i. To rejoice.
rekbit, n. f. Crop. rbtre la rekbit, to gather the crops. 
rekoltcer. See abitb.
reli jycez, n. f. Nun, sister (of a religious order). See 
seer.
repbn, v. t., v. i. To answer, to reply. 
replitksyb, n. f. Reputation-
repliyb, adj. Repugnant, sa s e & neg k e repiiffb. 
reso; "heater", n. m. Heater.
respektab, respektab, respektab, adj. Respectable. 
respekte, respekte, respekte, v. t. To respect. 
respire, v. t., v. i. To inhale.
reste; viv, viv; dcemcere (seldom used), v. i. To reside, to 
dwell, to live.
restorb, restorb, restora, restorb, n. m. Restaurant. See 
kaf e.
rev, n. m. Dream.
reve, v. i. To dream.
rez§, n. m. Raisin; grape. rezb farus, wild grape. 
rezidbs, n. f. Residence, place of abode. 
rezlper, rezipel, n. m. Erysipelas, 
rezistb, adj. Unyielding, tough.
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rezg, n. f. Reason. 
rezftnab, adj. Reasonable. 
rS, n. m. pi. Spine; loins.
rSnet; grunuy, gracnuy, n. f. Small frogs, the distinction 
between r£net, grunuy, grcenuy is not clear.
ri, n. m. Rice, bat Ice ri, to thrash rice. 
rido, n. m. Curtain.
rigole, n. m.; rigbl, n. f. A small ditch formed by running 
water, as after a rain.
rip, n. f. Wood shaving.
srir, v. i. To laugh.
/  Vris, adj. Rich, wealthy. 
rivyer, n. f. River.
rob, n. f. Dress, rob noef; nuvel rob, new dress. 
robine, n. m. Raucet, tap, cock, 
robus, robus, adj. Healthy. See s£.
"rock". See gravwo.
romgn; bblgs, n. f. Weighing scale.
rate, v. i. To belch.
roz, n. f. Rose.
*roz anana, n. f.; friskata, n. m. Banana shrub; the bloom 
of the banana shrub.
roze, n. f. Dew. See sr£.
rozer. See saple.
rozet, n. f. Bow (on dresses, shoes, hair, etc.).
rozin, n. f. Rosin.
rozo; jg, n. m. Reed grass.
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rozye, n. m. Rose-bush.
rh, r%, n. m. Row (in a field).
rb(n), adj. m. & f. Round.
rt>f le, v. i. To snore.
rhfor, n. m. Reinforcement, support.
rb) je, v. r. To come back, to come to stay, mb sy^ s h rh> j e,
my dog came back. ce sy^ s a rh>je a la nezt, a dog came
home and stayed.
rbkbtre, v. t. To meet.
rhmase, v. t., v. i. To gather, to pick.
rbmne, v. t. To return (something), to bring back. See 
rcetorne and rOn.
rbn, v. t. To render, to return (something), v. r. To go,
_ _ _ _ _  0 j
to betake oneself. rQn la vizit, to return a call. See 
rftmne and rcetorne.
rtipire, v. i. To make worse, to grew worse (med.).
rb>plir, v. t. To fill.
rb>s, rSs, adj. Rancid.
rOt de vyde; pbsyg de vyce, n. f. Old age pension.
rbtre, v. t. To take in, to bring in, to get in, to gather
in. v. i. To enter. rfttre 1 l'S j, to bring in the clothes.
rbtre la rekolt. See rekbit.
rbvers, n. f. Reverse, a la rdvers, backwards. See tSmbe. 
reverse. See kapote.
rcegarde, v. t. To look at, to gaze at, to view; to mind, to 
look up to. v. i. To look. v. r. To look at each other;
to look at oneself; to be in front of each other. rosghrde
db 1 mirwar, to look at oneself in the mirror.
roegretab , roegretab , adj. Regrettable.
rosgrete, rcsgrete, v. t. To regret.
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rcejwir. See rejwir.
reamed, oermed, n. m. Remedy, cure; medicine.
roamet, v. t. To set (as a broken arm); to put back again; 
to put on again; to postpone; to return (money).
rcembte. See ognbt e.
rcanar, cernar, n. m. Fox.
roepa, n. m. Meal.
rcapasbj, cer pas a j , n. m. Ironing.
roepase, osrpase, v. t. , v. i. To iron.
rcepoze, cerpoze, v. t. , v. i., v. r. To rest, to repose. i_
rpoz sb bra. e rpoze mal. _j mca rpoz.
rcsscsvwar, v. t. To receive.
rceschvwar d l arjb. See tuse d 1 arjb.
r-5sste; vomir, vbmir, v. t. , v. i. To vomit.
rastnir, v. t. To hold back, to retain; to catch again, v. r. 
To control oneself, to hold oneself back.
rcetorne, v. t. To return (something). v. i. To return, to
go back again. See rbn and rbmne.
rcevbj e, v. t. To revenge, to avenge, v. r. To revenge
oneself.
ru, n. m. Roux (a thickening for gumbo and fricassee, made 
with lard or cooking oil-and flour). n. f. Wheel.
ruj, adj. Red.
rujol, n. f. Measles.
rule, v. t., v. i. To roll; to gallivant. See trbne.
"rule", n. m.; reg (seldom used), n. f. Rule, ruler.
rulo, n. n. Cultipacker (an instrument used to pack rice 
land and to hold the grain to a certain depth. It also 
aids in retaining moisture in the soil); roller; roll.
rut, n. f. Route.
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ruti, n. m. Roast.
rutir, v. t. To roast.
ruver(t). See uver.
ruvnr. See uvnr.
( r) uvrir lez yce. See cey.
ruy, ruy, n. f. Rust; a cotton disease.
ruye, v. t., v. i. To rust. adj. m. & f. Rusty.
*ru, n. f. Street.
rum, n. m. Mucus, snot; cold (med.). _j e 1 rum; j_ e ce rum,
I have a cold. _j e at rape 1 rum, I caught a cold. See 
mov.
rumatis , n. m. Rheumatism.
rils (a mye 1) , n. f. Beehive.
*rusyg(n), n. m. & f., adj. m. & f. Russian. 
rwo, n. m. King.
ry£, 6sry3, n. m. Mo thing; anything.
_s
shb, n. m. Sand.
sabliyer, n. f. Plate or the two by four board above the 
pbtb in the construction of a building. See potb.
sabo, n. m. Hoof.
sabotyer. See "freezer".
sa j. See smat.
/  /  /sak, n. m. Sack, sak a pit; sak 3 pit; sak dee pit, burlap 
sack.
sakale, n. m. White perch. 
sakre 1 kb. See fut lm kb. 
sal, adj. Dirty; indecent.
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salad dee pbm dee ter, a. f. Potato salad.
vsalir, v. t. To dirty, to soil. v. r. To dirty oneself, 
to get dirty. See barbuye.
saliv. See krasa.
salb, n. m. Parlor.
salwe. See dir bbjur.
saIyer, n. f. Salt-shaker; salt-box.
/  Xsardin, sardin, n. f. Shad; canned sardine.
sarni, adj. Cursed, nb sarni sfal a tbbe.
sartb. See siir.
sarvolb. See kayt. 
v ~satisfer, v. t. To satisfy.
savb, n. m. Soap.




"scratch", v. i. To scratch (billiards and pool).
"screen", n. m. Screen (fine wire mesh). Its chief use is
as a covering over windows to keep insects out of homes.
See gri.
se, se, prep. At, to (house of, home of, establishment of), 
el e _se el astoer.
V
se j, sed, n. m. Cedar-tree. 
sek, adj. Dry. See sesres.
sel, n. m. Salt. n. f. Saddle, blbk doe sel, n. m. Block 
of salt (which animals lick for the minerals).
*selri, n. m. Celery.
separasyb, sceparasyb, n. f. Separation; partition.
Ill
septum, septam, n. m. September. 
serav. See tr£♦
sere, v. t. To tighten; to squeeze; to put away. 
serk a broae, n. m. Hoop (used in embroidering). 
serbcey, n. m. Coffin.
serpU, n. f. Snake. serpU fwetosz, coach whip snake. serpU 
sflnet, rattlesnake.
sersel, n. f. Blue-winged teal.
sert^. See silr.
A /  /  /sertif ika d batSm. See bat ister.
j  Kseriir, n. f. Lock ( on a door, etc.).
servab, adj. ; d̂ s servis, dee servis, prep. ph. Usable. lb 
mas in e servab ( dcs servis) .
servel, n. f. Brain.
servir, v. t., v. i. To serve.
servis. dec servis. See servab.
servo, n. m. Brontal sinus. _j e na 1 o servo, my sinus 
hurts me.
servolU. See kayt.
servyet, n. f. Towel (large). (p)tit servyet, face towel 
(small). See eswi(y) mS.
seryos. See seeryce.
set (in counting and before a consonant); setz (before a 
vowel), adj. Seven.
setybm, n., adj. Seventh.
sev, n. f. Sap (of plants and trees).
sez (in counting and before a consonant); sezz (before a 
vowel), adj. Sixteen.
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sezir, v. t. To seize; to take hold of. 
sezygm, n., adj. Sixteenth.
sg, n. m. Breast (of a woman); mole (a dark colored mark 
or small protuberance on the skin). adj. Healthy. See
tetft, robiis and sSk.
sSk (in counting); sS (before a consonant); sSz (before a 
vowel); adj. Five.
sgkflt (in counting and before a consonant); sgkSt2 (before 
a vowel), adj. Fifty.
sgkfft su; fo bit, n. m. Fifty cents; half dollar coin.
sgkStySm, n., adj. Fiftieth.
sSkygm, n. , adj. Fifth.
s% medar, sS medal, n. f. Saint Swithin’s day, Saint 
Medard’s day. if it rains on this day, June eighth, it 
is believed that forty days of rain will follow.
sgmityer. See simityer.
sj5n, n. f. Seine (net).
sjne, v. t., v. i. To fish (with a seine).
sSp, adj. Simple-minded; simple; single.
sSpati, n. f. Sympathy. e_l a pl£ d sSphti pur le mhlhd.
sgser, adj. Sincere.
sSthr, n. f. Belt.
sSye, v. t., v. i. To bleed.
s%y£>, adj. Bleeding.
"short”; sot, n. m. Short circuit (electricity).
si, n. f. Saw (hand or mechanical). See egwin. adj., see 
sis.
si a 1 ektresite, n. f. Electric saw. 
si d 13, a. f. Pit-saw.
sif le, v. t., v. i. To whistle.
sifoid. See tifbid.
sjfwhid. See tifbid.
*sigal, n. f. Dragonfly.
*sigaret, n. f. Cigarette. 
sikatris, n. f. Scar.
sikl'Sn, n. m. ; kolfln, n. f. Twister, tornado. 
sil, n. m. Eyelash.
silbn, n. f. Cylinder; an instrument used to crush sugar 
cane.
siliq, n. m. Ceiling.
simityer, sgmityer, n. m. Cemetery.
*simb, n. m. Cement.
"sink", n. m. Sink (a basin for washing dishes, forks, 
knives and cooking utensils).
*sip, n. m. Cypress-tree. 
siprlyer, n. f. Cypress-swamp. 
sir, n. f. Wax; beeswax. 
sirk, n. m. Circus.
siro, n. m. Syrup.
/  /  /sis (in counting); si (before a consonant); siz (before a 
vowel), adj. Six.
sit, n. m. Seat. See plhs.
sitSn, sitern, n. f. Cistern.
siye. See sye.
sizo, n. m. pi. Scissors, sizo frwo, cold chisel. per dos 
sizo, n. f. Pair of scissors.
sizybm, n., adj. Sixth.
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skif, n. m. Boat (small with a flat bottom). See pirbg 
and bato.
"skull". See kb lot das la tet.
smat, adj. Smart, intelligent, wise, clever, shrewd, sharp. 
The following are near synonyms: gtelijfl(t), bbil, bbn
espri, sbj. Specifically Stelijfl(t) means smart, intelli­
gent, wise; abil, clever; bbn espri, smart, intelligent, 
wise; sb j, wise.
sme, v. t. To get rid (of a dog or cat) by leaving it behind.
smel, n. f. Sole (of shoes, boots).
smfls, n. f. Seed (for planting). See grgn.
snel, n. f. Fruit of the haw.
snelye, snelye, n. m. A variety of the haw-tree.
sofa, n. m. Sofa.
soko, n. m. Muscadine grape.
sol, n. m. Willow, n. f. Sill (of building). sol p leer's; 
sol plcsrcsr, weeping willow.
soley, n. m. Sun. b soley kuse, at sundown. soley kusS,
*sundown; (direction of the) setting sun. i s3n ble db lb
* * ~”ri 1 1 1 rr n ■
direksyg du soley kusQ. a soley leave, at daybreak.
soley lcevfl, daybreak; (direction of the) rising sun.
solid, adj. Strong (solid).
*solivo, n. m. Small joist. 
solkl; gig, n. m. Sulky. 
sors. See surs.
sortir, sortir, v. t., v. i. To go out, to come out; to 
take out.
sosis, n. f. Sausage.
sosiy d orye. See furo d orye.
sotre1, n. f. Grasshopper.
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save, v. t. To save, to economize; to rescue. v. r. To 
run away; to escape. See ekbnomize , nena.je, and eshpe.
sb, s£, (in counting and before a consonant); sbz, sbz (before 
a vowel), adj. One hundred.
sb, £>S, n. m. Blood; sound.
0sbble; avwar 1 er, v. i. To seem, to appear. _j 1 e vli yer, 
i sbble mb la d.
sb d ri. See "bran".
sb d si, n. m. Sawdust.
* 0sbmdi, sbmdi, n. m. Saturday.
sbn, n. f. _4sh.es.
sbn a bcsbic. See fi. t_ piitb.
sbne, v. t., v. i. To sound, to ring; to rattle (as a rattle­
snake) .
*   ̂ /sbn csv :e bic. See fi t_ piitb.
sbp, n. f. Girth (the band by which the saddle is kept secured 
on a horse).
/  /sbsii, n. f. Leech.
/sbt imb, n. m. Sentimentfeeling.
Nsbtir, v. t. To smell; to feel (to perceive with the touch), 
v. i. To smell, to have an odor. v. r. To feel oneself; 
to feel (health). sbtir bb, to smell good. sbtir byb, to 
feel good. sbtir move; sbtir setl, to smell bad; to feel 
bad.
sbtb, n. m. Century plant. 
sbtybm, n., adj. Hundredth. 
so5gb( n) , n. , adj. Second (number). 
scsgbn, n. f. Second (of time).
schgre, n. m. Secret, b scegre, prep. ph. Secretly. See
. V V  V 1kaset.
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scekup, sukup, n. f. Saucer. 
scekur. See ed.
seel, n. m. One only. adj. Alone; only. 
sceme, v. t., v. i. To sow, to scatter.
scemS n, n. f . Week. The form sm§n is more common, even after 
a consonant.
sgeparasyS. See separasy3.
sosr, n. f. Sister; nun, sister (of a religious order). See 
reli jycez.
scsryce, s^ry&z, adj. m. & f. ; serves, serycsz, adj. m. & f. 
Serious; grave.
"speech", n. m. Speech.
"sponge"; epffj, n. m. Sponge.
sr£, n. m. Mist; fog; dew. See bruyar and roze.
"steak", n. m. Steak. 
stov, stov, n. m. Stove. 
steed. See sfal.
"street fair", n. m. Street fair.
, * s *"stretcher" ; redisosr dee f il, n. m. Wire-drawer.
"stroke", n. m.; eskus, n. f. Stroke (med.). 
su, n. m. Cent. adv., see © ba. 
su(l), adj. m. & f. Drunk, intoxicated.
sud, n. f. Solder (a metallic alloy for uniting metals), 
sude, v. t., v. i. To weld; to solder. 
sudcer, n. m. Welder.
suf, n. m. Sulphur; breath, breathing, 
sufer. See sufrir.
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sufle, n. n . Bellows (used by a blacksmith), v. t. To 
blow. v. i. To blow; to breathe; to pant.
sufrir, sufer, v. t. , v. i. To suffer, to endure.
sukup. See scgkup.
sukur. See ed.
sukwe, eskwe, v. t., v. i. To shake; to wag. 
sular, sulcsz, n. m. & f. Drunkard. See bbboscer. 
sule, v. t. To get someone drunk. v. r. To get drunk. 
sulcez. See sulhr and hS bo seer.
sulun, n. m. ; bar, n. f. ; btive t (seldom used), n. f. Saloon,
bar. See kaf e.
sulye, n. m. Shoe. kord a sulye, shoestring.
sup, n. f. Soup.
supap, n. f. A cup-valve (in a well pump). 
supe, n. m. Supper, v. i. To eat supper. 
superir♦ See supire. 
supir, n. m. Sigh.
suuire, superir, v. i. To sigh, to gasp. 
supsb), n. m. Suspicion. 
supsftne, v. t. To suspect.
sur e mwe, sur b mwet, n. n. & f. Deaf and dumb. adj. m. 8c f.
Deaf and dumb person. sur, adj. Deaf, mwe, mwet, adj. m.
& f. Dumb, mute.
s u n , n. f. House. See p m .
surir, v. i. To smile.
suri sod, n. f. Bat.
surs, sors, n. f. Spring (an issue of water from the earth).
*susi, n. m. Eyebrow.
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sutnir, v. t. To hold up, to support, to sustain, v. r.
To support oneself, to hold oneself up.
suvb, adv. Often, frequently.
suvcenir, n. m. Keepsake; recollection, remembrance. v. r.
To remember, to recall. s® suvnir do? keksoz.
asu. See b ho.
siibit, adv. Suddenly. il e mor siibit. 
siije, siije, n. m. Subject.
Xsilk, n. m. Sugar.
* , *siiklceri, n. f. Sugar refinery.
/ xsiikre. See adusir.
siipliye; persede, v. t. To persuade.
a  ^suDorte, slipbrte, v. t. To support, to sustain.
A +siipoze, v. t. To suppose, joe siipoz kce s e vre.
'  '  ,  ^ ■> ,supiire, siipiire, v. i . To suppurate.
X Astir, adj.; sertb, adj.; sarte, adj. Sure, certain.
x /siirpriz, n. f. Surprise.
xsiirprbn, v. t. To surprise.
siirveye, v. t. To watch; to superintend. _iz b siirveye lh 
bbk.
sUse, v. t., v. i. To suckle (as animals); to suck a bottle. 
See tete.
Asliset, n. f. Pacifier (for children, such as a teething 
ring or a nipple).
swaf, n. f. Thirst.
swar. See nwi.
aware, n. f. Evening (in company); all night. See veye. 
swasbt. See swosbt.
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* / swhsOt dis. See swosOt dis.




swesOt dis. See swosOt dis.
swesOt dizy^m. See swosOt dlzygm.
swesQty^m. See swosOtygm.
swete, swate, v. t. To desire, to wish for.
swgye, v. t. To take care of, to look after, v. r. To 
take care of oneself.
swir, swiv, swiv, v. t., v. i. To follow.
"switch’’, n. m. Switch (a device for connecting one electric 
circuit with another).
swiv. See swir.
swo, n. f. Silk; cotton lint; taffeta.
swosOt, swasbt, swesbt, (in counting and before a consonant); 
swosOt2, swasbt2, swesbtz, (before a vowel), adj. Sixty.
swosOt dis, swasOt dis, swesOt dis, (in counting); swosOt
di, swasQt di, swesOt di, (before a consonant); swosOt / / / diz, swasbt diz, swesbt diz, (before a vowel), adj.
Seventy.
swo sbt dlzygm, swhsOt dizyOm, swesgt dizy^m, n. , adj. 
Seventieth.
swbsOtyg.ni, swasOtygm, swesbtygm, n. , adj. Sixtieth.
sv)e; trbspire, v. i. To sweat, to perspire.
svOi, n. f. Soot.
siflif, n. m. Tallow.
sWcer, n. f. Sweat, perspiration.
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sye , siye , v . t . , v . i . To s a w .
s y e l , n. m. Heaven; sky. s ye 1 doe l i , canopy (over a four- 
poster bed) .
sa, n. m. Cat. m a t u; mal sb, n. m. Tom-cat. sat, n. f. 
She-cat. t_i jia, n. m. Young cat; small cat.
sa sa. Sounds used to shoo cats away.
sabullir, subuliir, n. f. Heat rash.
sagrb, n. m. Chagrin, grief.
sak, n. m.; veyos, n. f. Kill or stacks made up of bundles 
of rice set out to dry. This process is used very little 
today because of the use of rice combines.
s a leer , n. f. Heat, warmth.
saple; rbzer, n. m. Rosary, beads.
sapo, n. m. Hat.
sar, n. m. ; oto, 6tomobil, n. f. .Automobile. 
sarbb), n. m. Coal; charcoal. 
saret, n. f. A two-wheeled cart. 
sarite. See serite.
sarj, n. f. Charge (as a battery); charge, complaint (of
law). j. fe 3n sar i kb) t 1 avbka, I filed a charge
against the lawyer.
sar j e, v. t. , v. i. To charge (a battery); to load (a 
wagon, etc.); to set down to (an account).
sarby, n. f. Carrion.
sarpbt, n. f. Carpentry.
sarpbt. ut1 d sarpbt; uvriye. uti d uvriye, n. m. Carpentry 
tool.
sarpgtye; uvriye, n. m. Carpenter.
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sarse. See serse.
sarii, n. f. plow, sarii dub, double-plow, i. e., having 
two blades forming a triangle, sarii sbp, single-plow,
V *having one blade, bra d la sarii, n. m. Plow handle. 
sas, n. f. Hunt.
sase, v. t. To hunt (birds, etc.); to drive away, to send 
away. v. i. To hunt.
sase o flbbo. To hunt birds and rabbits at night with a 
Tight to blind the birds and rabbits and with a pole to 
kill them.
sas fSa, sas ftm, n. f . Midwife.
sa si, n. m. ; fosnet, n. f. Window. See vit.
saseer, n. m. Hunter.
sat. See sa.
satuye, v. t. To tickle.
sawi, n. m. Raccoon.
sayn. See I palis.
sed, r/. m. Shed.
sej, sez, n. f. Chair.
ser, n. f. Pulpit; flesh. adj. Expensive.
serif, n. m. Sheriff.
serite, sarite, n. f. Charity.
serse, sarse, v. t. To seek, to look for, to search for. 
sese, v. t., v. i. To dry. v. r. To dry oneself. 
sesres, sesres, n. f. sek, n. m. Drought. 
sez. See sej.
s^me, n. m. Chamois leather.
sSn, n. m. Oak. n. f. Chain. s£n bib (blb), white oak. 
sbn ver, live oak.
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s§t, n. f. A wide row at either end of a field used by 
farmers as a place to turn when cultivating crops.-
sfal, sceval (seldom used), n. m. Horse. etalb; steed, n. m.
 ̂  ̂ _ _  ----------------
Stallion. jiimb, jum%, n. f. Mare. pulis, n. f. Hilly
pu.r&, n. m. Pony. 
sfalye. See treto.
V V . .  *sfll. See swiy.
sfce, n. m. Hair (of people with the exception of pubic hair). 
See pwa1.
sifb, n. m. A pile, a bunch of rags. 
sifcerob . See arm/far.
V ' , 'sik, n. f. Chev,/ (of tobacco or sugar cane). pass cbn sik, 
to tell a yarn or a lie.
sike, v. t. , v. i. To chew (especially gum and tobacco); to r r ^masticate. sike la gbm, to chevy gum; to chew the cud (as 
a c ow). See mase.
sikb, n. m. Stubble (of plant).
/  /  /sikftne. See krele and dispute.
sinwo, n., adj. Chinese.
sis, sis, n. Miser, adj. Stingy. See avar.
siys, n. m. Knot of hair (at the nape of the neck).
smS, n. m. Road.
smS a sS jak, n. m. Milky way.
smij, smij; smiz, smiz, n. f. Shirt.
sne. See scene.
sniy, sniy, n. f. Caterpillar (insect).
so, n. m. Heat. n. f. lime (used in cement).
so, sod, adj. m. & f. Hot, warm; angry. See fhse.
sodb, n. m. Stomach (of a pig); dish (consisting of a pig 
stomach stuffed with ground pork meat and seasoning).
sodrb, n. m. Black pot (with a handle).
sodyer, n. f. Cooking pot; large iron pot used to boil water, 
etc., outdoors.
safe, v. t. To heat, to warm. v. i. To get warm, to grow 
hot. v. r. To warm oneself.
s oka tif. See kolerce.
soke, v. t. To anger. v. r. To get angry. See f hse.
sop, n. f. Workshop, shop.
sop dos barbye. See nbarber shoe”.
sose (seldom used), v. r. To put oneTs shoes on. See met 
le sulye.




sbdel, n. f. Candle.
sQdelye, n. m. Candlestick holder.
sb>je, v. t., v. i. To change; to dress, v. r. To dress 
oneself; to change one’s clothes. See hbiye.
sftje d pwal. See mwe.
sbm, n. f. Room. sbm h bjS, bathroom, sbm h kuse, bedroom. 
sbm a grbn, n. f. Seed-bin. 
s3piy<5, n. m. Mushroom.
sbte, v. t. To sing. v. i. To sing; to buzz (as a mosquito) 
to cackle.
scene, n. m. Andiron, fire-dog. Occurs more frequently as 
sne even when preceded by a consonant.
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scsv, s o v , n. f. Shovel. 
scsval. See sf a l . 
scsvret, n . f . S h r i m p . 
scevrb, n. m. Rafter.
Sffivrcef-cey, n. m. Honey suckle. 
scevrcey, n. m. Deer.
ste, v. t., v. i. To throw; to throw away. v. r. To throw 
oneself, to fling- oneself. See garbs e and t ir e .
su, n. m. Cabbage.
su su; sue sue; cu cu. Sounds used in calling pigs.
subuliir. See sabulur♦
sue sue. See su su.
supik, supik, n. m. Bowfin fish.
sus, n. f. Tree stump.
sus pis. See dos.
V +su. 'I am.
siimne, n. f. Chimney. 
swet, n. f. Screech-owl. 
swezir. See swozir♦ 
swo, n. m. Choice.
swozir, swezir, swezir, v. t. To choose, v. r. To select 
for oneself.
swiy (old), swil (old), sfil (old), n. f. Wooden peg (used 
to fasten boards together")-.
sye; kaka (children), v. t., v. i. To go to stool.
V v ^ VsyS, n. m. Hale-dog. sybn, n. f. She-dog. ti. syg, n. m. 
Young dog; small dog.
syb db, n. m. Crab-grass.
sy£ d ter, n. m. Mole-cricket. 
sybn. See syS. 
t
ta, n. m. Pile, heap. See tQ and buku.
tab, n. f. Table.
taba, n. m. Tobacco.
tabliye, n. m. Apron.
takine. See atlne.
tak thk, n. m. Pop corn.
tala, n. m. Keel (of shoe, etc.).
t a leer, adv. Later on, a while from now; a while ago. 
va t_ vw ar t a leer. j 1 e vu t a leer.
*tami, n. m. Sifter, sieve. 
tamize, v. t., v. i. To sift.
"tap", n. m. Nut (of bolt). See vis. 
thphj. See trb.
tapi, n. m. Anything used to cover the floor, a rug, 
carpet, etc.
tar, adv. Late.
tart, n. f. Pie.
taryer, teryer, n. m. Auger (carpenter1s tool). 
tas, n. f. Cup (for coffee and milk). 
tas, n. f. Spot; stain. 
tat. See tat.
jfcay, n. m. Tire (automobile, bicycle, etc.). n. f. 
“Tigure.
taye, v. t., v. i. To trim. See tan and fwete. 





te, n. m. Tea.
tTtelevision”. See ti vi.
ter, n. f. Earth; soil, ground; land; stingaree. ter ris; 
ter fort, fertile soil. ter pbv(r), unfertile soil.
terebbtln, n. f. Turpentine.
terh, n. m. Small piece of land, lot.
terir, v. t. To dry up (a pond, a bayou; a cow).
A /  Ater nivo; ter egal; ter pIS j , n. f. Level land.
teryer. See tarver.
tet, n. f. Head. See kalbas.
tete, v. t., v. i. To suckle (as children and animals); 
to suck (a bottle). See sii.se.
tetS, n. m. Ereast (of a woman); teat (of animals), bu J; 
tetS; but dm tetS, n. m. Nipple (of a breast). See sS 
and triyS.
te two, imper. Be quiet1, shut up1. See bus. 
tSbre; krek, adj. Crack-brained. See fu and bet. 
tSn, v. t. To dye, to stain.
"thanksgiving”, n. m. Thanksgiving Day.
ti, tii, pers. pron. subi. You. (i and u elide before a vowel)
t i br'b, n. m. Little; few. See pas.
tifoil; sifbid, sifwajd; la grSn fyey, n. f. Tyhoid fever.
/  /timid, adj. Timid.
/  /timcer. See tlimoer.
tir brez (old), n. m. Tongs (used to catch embers in open 
fireplaces and wood or coal stoves).
'  * Vtir bus5, n. m. Corkscrew.
*tire, v. t. To throw; to draw (water); to milk (cows); to 
shoot. v. i. To throw; to milk (cows); to shoot. See 
Ha rose and ste.
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tirwar, n. m. Drawer (in a table, dresser, etc.)* 
tit is. See pin.
ti vi; "television", n. m. Television set.
*tiyo, n. m. Pipe (for water, steam, gas, etc.).
tiycsl, n. m. Linden.
tizg. See tizgye.
*tizgn, n. f. A cooling drink made from a decoction of herbs.
tizgne, v. t. To poke the fire.
' , *tizgye, tizg, n. m. Poker, fire-iron. 
toke, adj. Simple-minded. 
tomat, n. f. Tomato.
top, n. f. Mole (insectivore). n. m., see fe. 
tor. See vss.
tbrd, v. t. To twist; to wring, v. r. To twist, to writhe. 
toro. See vas.
torse< torse, v. t. To wipe (after going to stool), v. r.
To wipe oneself (after going to stool).
torsg. See epustwar.
tortli, n. f. Turtle.
"tourist court", n. m. Tourist court,
tg, n. m. Time; weather; gadfly.
tgn , ta, poss. adj. m. & f. sing., te2, pi. Your.
tgmbe, tgbe, v. i. To fall; to stumble; to decrease in price ' / *or value. Ice pri du kotg a tgmbe. The price of cotton
dropped. tgmbe a la rgvers, to fall backwards. tgmbe a
*plat six 1 vgt; tgmbe a pig vgt, to fall flat on the stCxmach. 
tgn, v. t. To shear; to trim. See taye.
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tQne, v. i. To thunder. i tfln; sa tQn, it is thundering.
tbner, n. m. Thunder.
tgnri (old), n. f. Tannery.
t3p, n. f. Temple (anat.).
tot, tat, n. f. .Aunt; tent.
tcejur, tujiir, adv. Still; always.
tcenir, v. t., v. i. To hold, to take hold of.
"tractor", n. m. Tractor.
traka, n. m. Worry; trouble. See mizer.
trakase, v. t. To worry. v. r. To worry oneself.
tras, n. f. Trail, path.
tras espbybl, n. f. Spanish trail (U. S. Highway 90). 
travaye, v. t., v. i. To work.
travbyb>( t) , n. m. & f. ; travhycer, travhycez, n. m. & f.
Worker, laborerr
traverse, v. t., v. i. To cross.
traverse, n. n. Bolster (a long pillow used to support the
head).
tre, n. m. Trace (of harness').
trfef, n. m. Clover.
trel, n. f. Trellis.
tres, n. f. Braid (of hair).
trese, v. t. To plait, to braid.
treto; sfblye, n. m. Carpenter’s sawing-trestle or horse. 
tretosr, n. m. Faith-healer, conjurer. 
treybn. See triyftn.
trez (in counting and before a consonant); trezz (before a 
vowel), adj. Thirteen.
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trezybm, n. , adj. Thirteenth. 
trb; seray; tapa j, n. m. Noise.
t rbne, v. t. To drag. v. i. To gallivant. See rule.
trbno, n. m. Sled (used by farmers in the fields, planks 
are nailed on two beams. Under the beams are nailed flat 
strips of iron to act as sliding surfaces.
*trist, adj. Sad, mournful, sorrowful. 
tristes, n. f. Sadness, melancholy. 
triyb, n. m. Teat (of animals). See tetb.
triybn, treybn, n. f. Triangle (musical instrument).
tro, trwo (in counting and before a consonant); troz, trw'oz 
("before a vowel), adj. Three.
tro, adv. Too much, too many. j_ e tro d syb. j_ bn e tro 
or _j bn e d tro.
trbble, v. i. To tremble, to shiver.
trbkil, trbkil, adj. Quiet, calm, still. See kalm. 
trbp, n. f. Jew’s-harp. 
trbspire. See swe.
trbspbrte, trbspbrte, v. t. To transport, to convey.
trbs (dee pb) , n. f. Slice (of bread). 
trbse, v. t., v. i. To slice, to chop.
t rbt (in counting and before a consonant); trbtz (before a 
vowel), adj. Thirty.
trozybn, trwozybm, n., adj. Third.
trbtybm, n., adj. Thirtieth.
tru, n. m. Hole.
true, adj. Holey, having a hole or holes.
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truve, v. t. To find; to discover; to find out. v. r. To 
find oneself.





’’t ube’’; tyub , n. m. Tube.
tu bit. See vbn sb su.
tujur. See tcejur.
tu partu. See partu.
tupe, n. m. Herve, brass. i_l a dii tupe d s hbiye kbm sb.
*tupi, n. f. Top (a child’s toy).
tupinbbur, n. m. Jerusalem artichoke.
tur, n. m. Turn; round.
*turbiyb, n. m. Whirlwind. 
tur d big, n* m* Hangnail. 
tur doe fors, n. m. Acrobatics.
turmbte; kriyote, v. t. To torture. 1e japb a turmbte le
solda.
turt, n. f. Dove.
tuse, v. t. , v. i. To cough. il a tuse Ice rum, he coughed
up the cold. 1 bfb tus tu 1 tb, the child coughs all the 
time.
tusb. la tusb, n. f. All Saints’ Day.
tuse, v. t., v. i. To touch; to drive (animals, automobiles, 
etc.). v. r. To touch oneself, to touch each other.
tuse d 1 arjb; rcescevwar d 1 arjb. To receive money.
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tu _t shit. See byS vit.
tu. See ti.
/  /t umber, timber , n. m. Tumor.
*tu v§ pase. Words used to shoo dogs away.
twa 1, tvSe 1, n. f. Thick cloth; canvas; raincoat.
tv/alet. See biiro.
twel. See tvyal.





/  /ubliye, obliye, v. t., v. i. To forget. v. r. To forget 
oneself.
uragU. See oragU.
urla, v. t. To hem, to hemstitch.
*uti, n. m. Tool; implement.
, ' v *uti d abitU, n. m. Farming equipment.
uver, adj. m. & f.; uvert, adj. f.; ruver, adj. m. & f.;
ruvert, adj. f. Open.
uvrir, ruvrir, v. t. , v. i. To open.
uvriye. See sarpOtye.
/  /  /  *uvriye. uti d uvriye. See sarpSt. uti d sarpUt.
/ V
U  U
iilser, n. mi. Ulcer.
urn id , um id, adj. Samp, v̂ et, hurni d.
* ' * *umidite, n. f. Humidity.
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' / ,timilye, v. t. To humiliate.
umcsr, imsr, n. f. Humor, ll e S bbn lirrer, he is in a good 
humor, pap h b movez iimcer, father is in a bad humor.
atin. See bn.
* *uni, adj. Smooth; level, even. See eghl. 
urin. See pisa. .
uze, v. t. To use, to make use of. 
v
vale, n. m. Valley (of a roof).
v a leer, n. f. Value, worth, price.
vblwar, v. t. To be worth. le pa tat vo pa ryb.
vapcsr, n. f. Vapor.
varni. See verni.
vas, n. f. Cow. toro, n. m. Bull, beef, n. m. Steer; 
bull. vo, n. m. Calf. tor, n. f. Heifer.
va tb./ See ale and fut les kb).
vay$( t) , adj. m. & f. Nice, well-mannered.
yadmsdi. See vbdrcsdi.
vbne. See evbne.
vec, n. m. Vetch.
ver, n. m. Glass; drinking glass; worm. See goble.
ver(t), adj. m. & f. Green.
verb. See kosb.
vergla, n. m. Sleet.
verifye, v. t. To verify.
verni, vbrni, n. m. Varnish.
ver soliter, n. m. Tapeworm.
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verlir. See poro.
vesbl, n. f. Plates and dishes.
vetrlner, veterlner, h. m. Veterinary.
veye, n. f. Evening (in company); night attendance (upon 
a sick person); all night. See sware.
veyos. See shk.
vg, n. m. Wine.
v§ (in counting and before a consonant); vgz (before a 
vowel), adj. Twenty.
vSn, n. f. Vein.
vSn dcs, vgt doe, (in counting and before a consonant); vgn 
dcez, vgt dcez, (before a vowel), adj. Twenty-two.
vgn sg su; tu bit, n. m. Twenty-five cents; quarter, a 
twenty-five cent coin.
v£t doe. See vgn doe.
vgt e cen (gn, un), adj. Twenty-one.
ygtygm, n., adj. Twentieth.
vi, n. f. Life.
"vice". See eto.
vide, v. t., v. i. To empty; to pour.
vif, adj. Quick; active.
vil, vil, n. f. City.
vllbj, n. m. Village.
vilg(n). See le.
vin. See lygn.
vin dee rezg. See lygn.
vin doe soko. See lygn.
vineg, n. m. Vinegar.
/ / s \ *virbrikb, virbrcskb, virbikb, n. m. Brace and bit.
* Vvis, vis, n. f. But; screw. See "tap".
* Vvit, vit, n. f. Glass;, glass window. adj., adv. Fast.
  — 77" 'See sasi. 
viv. See reste.
vivye, n. m. Man-made pond. See mare, platb and basyer. 
vizit, vlzit, n. f. Visit.
vizite, v. t., v. i. To visit. See prbmne.
vlur, n. m. Velvet.
vlur reye. See "corduroy".
vo. See vas.
volay. See pul.
vole, v. t. To steal, v. i. To steal; to fly. See piye. 
vblis, n. f. Weather-board, siding.
volbte, n. f . Will. il a ce ta d volbte. See vulwar.
,' * volcer, volcez; kb kb, kokin, n. m. & f. Thief. adj. m. '& f.
Thievish. See eskamotoer.
, ' *vomi, vbmi, n. m. Vomit.
\ vvomir. See rcsste.
voya j, vwoyaj, n. m. Tourney, trip.
voya jeer, voya jeez, adj. m. & f.; vwbya jeer, vwoya jeez , adj. m.
& f. Traveler; gadabout.
vb, n. m. Wind, vb d nor, north wind, vb d es, east wind.
rr V — — —  1
—  — south wind. vb d wes, west wind,
vbdr^di, vb dreed i, n. m. Friday. 
vbne. See evbne. 
vbt, n. m. Belly. 
vzenir, v. i. To come.
vcev, n. Widow; 'widower, adj. Widowed, 
vre, adj. True; real.
vulwar, n. m. Will. v. t. To wish, to desire, to want. 
vulwar a kelk%(n), to bear someone a grudge. See volute.
avii, n. f. Eyesight; view, 
vwhl, vwalet, vwelet, n. f. Veil. 
vwbr, war, v. t., v. i. To see.
svwhtur. See boge. 
vwelet. See vwhl. 
vwjn, n. f. Oats. 
vwb, n. f. Voice. 
vwoya j. See voyaj. 
vwoya jeer. See voyh jeer, 
vwoyjycsz. See voya jeer.
avwozS, vwozin, n. m. & f. Neighbor.
vyey. ..-See vyce.
vyey fiy. See vyce garsb.
vyeyir, v. i. To grow old.
vyolet, n. f. Violet (the plant and the bloom; the color).
vyolb. See vycelb.
vyolb(t), adj. m. & f. Violent.
vybn, n. f. Meat.
vyce, vyey, adj. m. & f. Old.
vyce garsb, n. m. Bachelor. vyey f iy, vyey fiy, n. f. Old 
maid.
vycelb, vyolb, n. m. Violin. 
vyoe 3m; vyceyar, n. m. Old man.
whgb, n. m. Wagon, 
whr. See t o ,
,rvvash house", n. m. ; mez5 h lave, n. f. Wash-house.
"water moccasin”. See kggo. 
whwhrft. See wfrog".
0we, we, wi (seldom used), adv. Yes.
"weevil”, n. m. Weevil.
*wi. See we.
"winch”, n. m. Winch (a machine with a barrel on which to 
coil a rope: used for hoisting and hauling).
"wire” Sen mezfl, v. t. To wire a house. See met 1 elektresite.
/ 0wiski, n. m. Whiskey.
"wrench", n. m. Wrench. "Dice wrench", n. m. Pipe wrench.
. . . - I ' m „  ,.in . - 3 x
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0 0wi. See wit.
wil, n. /f. Oil.
0Wil doe 13, n. f. Linseed oil.
0 vwil por le sfce. See "hair oil".
/  /  0Wit (in counting); wi (before a consonant); wiz (before a
vowel), adj. Sight.
0witySm, n., adj. Eighth.
y
yard, n. f. Yard (in measurement). 
yer, iyer, adv. Yesterday. 
ySk, adv. Only. j 3n e y3k cen. 
ylst; loevS, n. m. Yeast, leaven.
zSk, n. m. Zinc. See fer big.
*zirhb, adj. Disgusting, dirty.
zozo. See zwozo.
* v / /zozo d siimne. See zwozo d sumne.
zwazo. See zwozo.
zwhzo d siimne. See zwozo d siimne.
zwo, n. m. Goose.
zwozo, zwazo, zozo, n. m. Bird. See bSn dee zwozo.
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Ferdinand iseringhausen was born in 1926 near Cankton, 
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